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AN INVESTIGATION OF TWIST DRILLS
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose.-During recent years the economic importance of
increasing production in modern manufacturing has stimulated
development and improvement in shop practice, in machinery, and
in metal working process. Practice governing the cutting of metals
has had an important bearing upon the rate of production, and
competition among manufacturers to cut down costs has resulted
in great improvements in the practical application of metal cut-
ting tools. In this development the engineer-scientist and the organi-
zations devoted to experimental research have not had an important
part, and the design of metal cutting tools has not been based upon
an exact knowledge of performance. The investigation of twist
drills, the results of which are here reported, is the first of a series
of investigations of the design and performance of metal cutting tools
planned by the Engineering Experiment Station.
Unlike many of the tools employed with machinery companion
of the drill-press, the twist drill is normally the product of tool
making establishments especially equipped for its manufacture. One
result of this plan of manufacturing has been a standardization of
design and of methods of production to a degree greater than is
found in the manufacture of other metal-working tools. So closely
have manufactures followed a common practice that twist drills of
different makes are very similar or practically identical in appear-
ance. Only after minute inspection can variations in design be
detected; and these are slight. An extra thousandth of an inch more
in the web, a few degrees more or less in the helix angle, and different
standards of machining and finishing are the characteristics distin-
guishing one drill from another. This similarity in form and the
general excellence of performance have helped to remove the twist
drill from the field of the investigator.
There is little information regarding the comparative perform-
ance of drills of different makes, and the producer who is constantly
facing a multitude of unsolved problems has not concerned himself
with the twist drill. Although a number of investigators in this coun-
try and abroad have made studies of the drilling of metals during
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the past decade and have contributed much to the knowledge of the
subject, the existing data emphasize the gaps yet to be filled rather
than the extent of the ground already covered. This statement does
not reflect in any manner whatever on the work which has already
been done. The fullest recognition is recorded the work of those
investigators who have contributed all the existing knowledge of
drills and drilling, but the subject is large and investigators have
usually worked independently on certain individual phases of the
problem without reference to a coSrdinate program.
The experiments reported in this bulletin were undertaken pri-
marily to solve certain problems relating to drilling which arose in
the University laboratories and in the shops of manufacturers, and
the purpose has been to establish facts relating to every day prob-
lems of shop practice. Data have been obtained on the basis of
which the influence of the angle of helix and of the methods of point
grinding upon the power required by the drill might be studied.
The absorption of power by the drill-press has been noted and the
subject of drill endurance for different angles of grinding has been
briefly investigated. All experiments have been made upon cast iron
of fairly soft composition.
The fact is emphasized that the investigations here reported
are essentially preliminary. It is the present purpose to extend the
work in the experimental study of drilling through a series of sev-
eral investigations, and it is probable that many of the data and
conclusions here presented will be shown in their true value only
after the projected program of investigations is further advanced.
2. Acknowledgments.-The investigations were conducted by
the Department of Mechanical Engineering as the work of the En-
gineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois. Dean
C. R. RICHARDS, Dean of the College of Engineering and formerly
head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University
of Illinois, exercised general direction over the work. Director B. W.
BENEDICT supervised the tests, the laboratory work of which was
conducted by W. P. LUKENS. Upon the latter fell the burden of the
work involved in the making of the tests, and the compilation of data
for publication. G. H. RADEBAUGH and the other members of the
staff of the Shop Laboratories gave valuable assistance in construct-
ing and reconstructing some portions of the apparatus.
FIl. 1. STANDARD TWIST DRILLS, " B " TO I G, " USED IN THE TESTS

AN INVESTIGATION OF TWIST DRILLS
II. METHODS EMPLOYED AND APPARATUS USED IN CONDUCTING
THE TESTS
3. Drills Used.-One-inch high-speed drills were used through-
out the tests. This size was chosen on account of the strength of
the drills and the small risk of breakage under heavy loads. It was
also felt that this size was representative and that the data obtained
would form the basis for correct deductions respecting drill perform-
ance in general. Drills of many prominent makers were purchased
and were tested under similar operating conditions. Little difference
was observed in the character of the drills made by various manu-
facturers, but their design was shown to have a marked influence on
performance.
Drills with eight different helix angles (measured with the axis
of the drill) were used in the greater number of these tests. The
drills with the 10-, 35-, 40-, and 45-degree angles were made espe-
cially for the tests by a well-known twist drill manufacturer, while
the 22-, 26-, and 32-degree and the 32-degree flat-twist drills were
obtained on the market from standard stock. For convenience in
recording test results, these drills were designated by the letters "A"
to "H," inclusive, as indicated in the following list:
"A '-Helix Angle 10 degrees
B ' '-Helix Angle 22 degrees
'C -Helix Angle 26 degrees
"D "-Helix Angle 27 to 32 degrees
"E "-Helix Angle 35 degrees
"F '-Helix Angle 40 degrees
" G -Helix Angle 45 degrees
"H ' '-Helix Angle 32 flat twist
A photograph of drills "B" to "G" inclusive is reproduced as
Fig. 1. Cross-sections of all the drills are shown by Fig. 2. The
variation in the form of drills, even when the product of the same
manufacturer, is well shown, while the greater chip space afforded
by the larger helix angle may be noted. The method of point thin.
ning used on drill "H" is shown in Fig. 56. In Fig. 3 are shown
graphically the variations in web thickness from point to hilt of all
test drills except "H," which was given the uniform thickness of
0.125 inches. It will be noted that drill "A" in being thinner toward
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the tang is made contrary to the usual practice, probably because of
an error in the set-up of the milling machine. This drill ultimately
broke in testing and was replaced by another 10-degree drill with a
thicker web. Drill " B," as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 has the heel of the
flute cut away for the entire length; yet it is apparently amply strong
and has the advantages of giving greater chip space. It is also easier
to grind and possibly uses slightly less metal.
FIG. 2. SECTIONS OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF DRILLS USED IN THE TESTS
Other drills used in some of the point angle and chisel edge tests
or in the endurance tests were standard drills of various manu-
facturers.
4. Test Blocks.-The test material consisted of soft cast iron
blocks made in the foundry of the University. Every effort was
made to produce blocks of uniform structure and chemical composi-
tion. To insure uniformity the blocks were cast in bars as shown
by Fig. .4 and were then planed on the bottom. Since most of the
DRL A DRI' B DRInLL C DRIL.L
MEUX AM-E 1- ELIX ANG• 22 HEUx ANGLE--s- HE-x AN1L. Zo tO I 32
GR -'
N.
.0,.
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RILL NE DRILL F DRILL G RILL M I
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air holes and impurities occurred near the unplaned surface or top
of the block, this planing of the bottom left metal of uniform struc-
ture for a depth of five or six inches and also removed the hard
surface skin. After planing, the bars were broken into blocks, each
of which weighed about forty-five pounds. The blocks were of suf-
ficient size to permit the drilling of eight test holes. Less than one-
fifth of the metal in the block was removed by drilling. All drilling
was in finished surfaces. Fig. 5 shows a number of the test blocks
ready for use, and also used blocks and chips from several days'
testing.
5. The Drill-Press and Motor.-The drilling machine used was
a 22-inch all geared drill-press. It was considered essential for pur-
poses of these tests that no slippage occur between the motor and
the drill, and all speeds and rates of feed were controlled by gears,
so that the operation was positive and exact. All gears and bear-
ings, except the spindle sleeve, were oiled automatically, and most
of the gears were run in a bath of oil. The bearings throughout
were of babbitt metal, except the ball thrust bearing on the spindle.
Most of the gears were of chrome-nickel steel, and the final feed drive
to the spindle was by rack and pinion. All speed and feed change
levers were accessible.
The motor used for driving the drill-press, shown in Fig. 5, was
a 25-horse-power alternating current, two-phase, 440-volt Westing-
house motor running at 1200 r. p. m. Although it was frequently
necessary to operate the motor at loads approximating one hundred
per cent overload, the regulation was very satisfactory, the speed
variation being usually less than one per cent; in many of the tests,
therefore, it was unnecessary to calculate the speed independently.
The highest recorded load during a test was 54 h. p., 15 h. p. being de-
livered to the drill point. The power was transmitted through double
helical cast iron gears to the drill-press, the gears running in fibre
gear grease in a tight case.
6. The Dynamometer.-A view of the dynamometer under
working conditions is presented as Fig. 7. At A (see also Fig. 6)
is shown a cord which runs through a pulley system from the drill
spindle to rotate the torque and thrust cards at a rate which permits
FIG. 4. TEST BLOCKS CAST IN BARS
FIG. 5. DRILL-PRESS, MOTOR, AND TEST BLOCKS
-%~ C
0IG. (. THE DRILL-PRESS AND DYNAMOMETERS
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the circumferential traverse of the pen on the record to be read in
inches of spindle advance. At B is shown the torque gage and at
C the thrust gage, recording the pressures in the reservoirs D and
E respectively. At F is shown the casting for holding the test block,
and at G a circular pan to catch the chips. The cord A passing
around pulleys on the dial shafts is held taut by the weight K, so
that the motion of the cards is sufficiently uniform for test purposes.
By means of the pendulum shown in Fig. 8 a time record is obtained
on the torque card, the pendulum being timed to complete an elec-
trical contact each second. The wires, L, lead to an electro-magnet,
which actuates the recording pen, and yields a record which may
be correlated with torque coirdinate of the torque card to give the
drill penetration in inches per minute. These seconds' marks may be
clearly seen on the torque card shown in Fig. 7 and it may be noted
that the drill took practically 16 seconds to penetrate 2.5 inches,
or the rate of penetration was 9.4 inches per minute. Since the feed
per revolution in this instance was known to be exactly 0.0256 inches,
the r. p. m. may be calculated by dividing 0.0256 into 9.4. The
arrangement of the time recorder was changed slightly between the
taking of the photographs for Figs. 6 and 7.
The dynamometer is clamped to the fixed table of the drill base
and in effect consists of two distinct dynamometers of similar type,
one recording torque and the other thrust. Both dynamometers are
of the hydraulic type and employ a mixture of alcohol and glycerine
as the transmitting medium. Heavy rubber diaphragms were used
for taking the load and retaining the fluid. The pressure on the
diaphragms is recorded upon the chart of a Bristol recording gage,
the whole system being calibrated as a unit to insure accurate results.
The thrust dynamometer consists of a cast iron cylinder of 11H
inches internal diameter, containing practically one gallon of fluid.
Upon the rubber diaphragm covering this chamber rests a disc hav-
ing a diameter slightly smaller than the inner diameter of the
reservoir. Resting on this disc and supporting another disc on which
the test piece is clamped is a large ball-thrust bearing which permits
the upper disc to rotate with a minimum amount of friction. Pro-
jecting from the upper disc is a radial arm which transmits the
torque of the drill to a vertical reservoir at the left. From the fluid
reservoir a pipe leads to the standard Bristol recording gage, which
records the pressure in the usual manner. The torque arm (J, Fig. 7)
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is of such length that the distance from the drill center to the point
of application of the torque at the reservoir is exactly one foot;
consequently readings of the torque are given in foot-pounds on the
cards. The torque dynamometer is exactly similar in principle to
the thrust dynamometer but is smaller, having a capacity for about
a pint of fluid. The dynamometer is made of cast iron, except for
the ball-bearing. There are few machined surfaces, and the appa-
ratus is simple and strong. By the use of gages having different
pressure ranges the degree of sensitiveness may be varied to suit
the requirements of the test. Figs. 9 and 10 show the general prin-
ciples of the construction.
7. Calibration.-As has been stated, it was necessary to cali-
brate the apparatus for the torque and thrust pressures and for the
correlation of card rotation with spindle motion. This latter process
was accomplished with the apparatus in place by advancing the
spindle a certain measured amount and marking on the cards the
advance of the recording pens. Enough test records were made to
insure accurate average results and permanent cards were prepared
showing this relation. The calibration of the thrust gage was ac-
complished by the direct application of pressure in a Riehle testing
machine; permanent average records were thus established. The
thrust calibration was made with gages giving a 2500-and a 6000-
pound maximum total pressure, and in each case the radial motion
of the recording pen was in direct ratio with the load increase. The
torque calibration was made by means of a harness which permitted
the application, of the horizontal load to the vertical disc. In one
calibration known weights were applied, the direction of the force
being changed by means of a pulley. In order to obviate errors
due to the friction of the pulley and the bending of the cord around
the pulley a second calibration test was made in which the load was
applied by a previously calibrated spring balance. The two calibra-
tions agreed fairly well, but the latter was accepted as the more
nearly accurate. For the range of pressures used in these tests the
radial motion of the recording pen was in almost direct ratio with
the load increase. There is an initial discrepancy which seems to
be due to the fact that the fluid is in a vertical plane and thus requires
a load of about two pounds to equalize the pressure throughout the
fluid. Since no test recorded less than ten foot-pounds of torque,
FIG. 7. THE DYNAMOMETERS WITH DRILL AND TEST BLOCK IN PLACE
FIG. 8. PENDULUIQ USED FOR RECORDING SECONDS ON THE TORQUE CARD
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FIG. 9. SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF DRILL DYNAMOMETERS
FIG. 10. PLAN VIEW OF DRILL DYNAMOMETERS
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this initial discrepancy affects all readings equally, even if due to
errors in calibration. The tests show no unusual variations which
would suggest inaccuracy in the lower ranges.
When the apparatus had been calibrated satisfactorily, the
calibration was transferred to transparent templets from which the
cards could be evaluated by laying the templets over them. Tracing
cloth was first used for templet material, but was not found entirely
satisfactory; so the celluloid templets shown in Fig. 11 were made.
This illustration clearly shows the application of the templets to
the cards, while Fig. 12 shows two specimen cards as obtained in
tests. Values of the cards are taken as an eye average between the
depths of one and two and one-half inches, this ayerage being found
to give more nearly uniform results than an exact average over a
certain range. The torque may be estimated within one-half foot-
pound, and the thrust within fifty pounds. Absolute exactness of
values is not only unnecessary, but practically impossible.
The thrust card illustrated shows that the block was harder for
a depth of about one inch than further down, while at a depth of
several inches the difficulty of chip disposal may have caused an in-
crease in both torque and thrust. The time record and the method
of calculating r. p. m. and h. p. are shown.
8. Drill Grinder.-The drill grinder used for grinding the
drills for all tests was suited to drills varying in size from No. 60
to 31/2 inches, and was fitted with an adjustable holder for variable
point angles. The machine is illustrated by Fig. 13, the shadow
showing the swing of the drill-holder. No drills for these tests were
hand ground, but to compare the average accuracy of hand grinding
with this machine grinding a few one-inch drills were ground by
good mechanics and measured. In no case was the hand ground
drill perfectly ground, the contour of the two sides being different
even when the angles and lip length were nearly the same. It was
interesting to note that almost invariably the included point angle
was made about 110 or 112 degrees instead of the standard 118 de-
grees. This fact may account for the seemingly greater endurance
of hand ground drills frequently noted by mechanics.
9. Test Procedure.-In all tests, except a few to which special
reference is made, holes were drilled in cast iron with the skin re-
//
FIG. 11. SPECIMEN DIAGRAMS AND CELLULOID TEMPLETS USED FOR READING
TORQUE AND THRUST DIAGRAMS
Fio. 13. THE DRILL GRINDER
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moved. For power tests the holes were drilled to a depth of three
or four inches, but for endurance tests the depth was about five
inches. For power tests the drill was sharpened after drilling four
or five holes at moderate rates and after one or two holes at the higher
rates. All drills were ground dry and care was taken not to over-
heat the edges on the wheel. Where comparative tests were necessary,
as in the chisel point tests and point angle tests, the holes were all
FIG. 12. SPECIMEN TORQUE AND THRUST CARDS
drilled in the same block, or in blocks which were tested with prelimi-
nary holes to insure the same quality of test material. In the tests to
determine the effect of speed, holes were usually drilled at a given
-" "1 * &O.OO 
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speed in the same block, and similarly in the tests to determine the
effect of the rate of feed, all holes were drilled at a given feed in the
same block. In tests in which the number of holes was too great to
permit the use of a single test block, the variation in test material was
partially compensated for by averaging five or more holes; thus in
some of the helix angle curves each point is the average of thirty test
holes. The variation in hardness of blocks has more troublesome in
the.endurance tests, since a single hard block might destroy the value
of the whole test. Where only two drills were to be compared, half
of each test block was devoted to each drill, although even this plan
was not wholly satisfactory, since one drill would often penetrate five
or six times as much metal as the other.
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III. POWER TESTS OF TWIST DRILLS
10. The Influence of Helix Angle Variations.-In these tests
eight drills were used, and all drills were resharpened after drilling
five holes. Tests were run with point angles of 98, 118, and 138
degrees.* For the tests with the 118-degree point angle, six different
combinations of peripheral clearance angle were also used, but the
influence of this angle was found to be so slight that for the 98- and
138-degree tests only one clearance angle was used.t For conveni-
ence in recording the data the drills were designated "A," "B,"
"C," etc., the 98-degree point angle was designated "X," the 118
"Y," and the 138 "Z," and the clearance angles of 2, 41/2, 7, 10,
12½1/, and 15 degrees, respectively, were designated as "a," "b,"
"c," "d," "e," "f," respectively. Twenty holes were drilled with
each combination of angles, and four rates of feed and five speeds
were used. For instance, holes 1 to 5, inclusive, were drilled with
a feed of 0.0056 inches per revolution and respective speeds of 92,
233, 366, 457, and 570 revolutions per minute; thus the combination
"C"-"Y"-"b"-"4" would mean a hole drilled with the speed
of 457 r. p. m., feed of 0.0056 inches per re-volution, by a 26-degree
helix angle drill with a point angle of 118 degrees and a clearance
angle of 41½ degrees. Holes 6 to 10, inclusive, were likewise drilled
with a feed of 0.0133 inches per revolution and with the same speeds
as holes 1 to 5. Holes 11 to 15 were drilled with a feed of 0.0256
inches per revolution, and holes 16 to 20 were drilled with a feed
of 0.041 inches per revolution. Hereinafter the holes of this series
of tests will be referred to by these symbols, as, for examples, " E-Y-
c-12" and "D-X-e-7." As applied to the tests to determine the
effect of helix angle, the values of torque and thrust for holes 1 to
5, 6 to 10, 11 to 15, and 16 to 20 were added and a flat average taken,
so that each value used is the average of five different holes drilled
in five different test blocks.
Figs. 14 and 15 present in diagrammatic form the results of the
tests with the standard 118-degree point angle and different helix
angles, each plotted point being the average for thirty holes (six
*In the discussions in this bulletin, the value of the total or "included" point angle
will be used instead of the half angle more generally used in practice.
t For a definition of terms see Appendix II, p. 109.
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clearance angles and five speeds). The irregularity shown by the
curves is probably due to the different forms of the flutes and dif-
ferent web thicknesses.
The test results show that there is no apparent advantage in
using a greater helix angle than 35 degrees if the power consumed
by the drill is the factor to be considered. The uniform helix angle
of 35 degrees, however, appears to be even better than the 32-degree
angle. A satisfactory explanation why the torque is greater for the
40-and 45-degree drills is not apparent, though possibly it is due to
the flute construction, which gives a convex cutting edge, to a rapid
dulling of the thin edge which may affect results before the com-
pletion of a single hole, or possibly to less effective removal of chips.
The performance of drill "A" is inconsistent, but this is probably
explained by the very thin chisel point and the shape of the flute
(see Fig. 18), which is very similar to that of drill "E." No gen-
eral law can be stated, but the results seem to indicate the advisability
of using a greater helix angle than is now standard.
The thrust variation with different helix angles seems to follow
a more nearly uniform law than the torque variation. If drill "A"
is excepted, a nearly straight line may be drawn for the other drills,
the thrust decreasing uniformly as the helix angle increases.
Figs. 16 and 17 show the results of tests of drills having dif-
ferent point angles and various helix angles. Although the results
for the 98- and 118-degree angles are approximately parallel, the
results for the 138-degree angle drills "F" and "G" are appreciably
better than the others in power consumption. In fact the drill per-
formance for the 138-degree point angle is more regular than for the
other points, although drills "A" and "G" show inconsistently low
values for both torque and thrust. In general the results seem to
indicate that the larger helix angles give the best performance. It
may be noted from Fig. 18 that the larger point angles give a more
nearly straight cutting edge for drills "F" and " G " and may partly
account for the better performance of these drills under that grind-
ing. It is, however, difficult to note separately the effect of the helix
angle and that of flute form; the two are interrelated in these drills,
because they were shaped in the same milling cutter and the flute
form is partly a product of helix angle variation. Each point in
Figs. 16 and 17 is the average of five test holes drilled at different
speeds but with a constant clearance angle of 7 degrees.
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11. Influence of Point Angle Variations.-Examination of Figs.
16 and 17 reveals the fact that the torque for the larger point angle
varies only slightly from that of the standard angle for most of the
drills. Probably a general average would show the larger point angle
to give slightly greater torque, but the torque for the smaller point
angle is shown to be considerably greater than that for the standard
angle for all drills, the difference being most noticeable for the heav-
ier feeds.
Since the tests recorded in Figs. 16 and 17 covered only three
point angles, a more comprehensive set of tests was conducted in
which drills having point angles varying by increments of 5 from
88 degrees to 148 degrees were used. The thrust results from these
tests are more nearly uniform and corroborate most previous experi-
ments, since the thrust is greatest with the large angles and least
with the small angles. Fig. 19 shows the results of these point
angle tests. The curves are self-explanatory, but inspection shows
that it would be possible to grind a drill to a 110- or 112-degree
included point angle without increasing the torque, but with a slight
diminution in thrust and the possible advantage of increased endur-
ance. The reason is not apparent why the thrust should "hump"
suddenly as it does for about a 125-degree included point angle, but
a similar series of tests with a different drill showed an even more
pronounced hump and completely corroborated the results shown by
the thrust curves. The slight change in torque between 118 and 138
degrees and the slight change in thrust between 118 and 98 degrees
tend to explain the peculiarities referred to in connection with the
discussion of Figs. 16 and 17. Different drills show different fam-
ilies of curves for this series of tests, a possible explanation for the
disagreement of previous experimenters concerning the effect of point
angle on torque change. One drill, for example, showed an absolutely
uniform torque for all point angles, although the general tendency is
for torque to increase as the angle becomes smaller.
Fig. 18 shows the variations in end contour of the different drills
for changes in point angle. It will be noticed that the smaller angles
give a convex cutting edge while the larger angles give a slightly
concave cutting edge. Whether the shape of the edge has any effect
on the power consumption is not known, but it is seen that drill "A"
which was almost equally efficient for all point angles had a concave
edge in all cases. Drill "G" had a convex edge for both the 98- and
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118-degree points, but a straight edge for the 138-degree point with
which it shows its least power consumption. Drill "F" is similarly
convex for 118 and 98 degrees, but slightly concave for 138 degrees
with power variations similar to "G."
Figs. 20, 21, and 22 are illustrations of the chips removed by
the different drills with different point angles. Fig. 22 probably
shows the true tendency of helix angle change, which produces in-
creasingly longer chip helixes with the smaller cutting angles made
by the larger helix angles. This tendency was not apparent in the
case of the 118-degree test by the convex edge of drill "G," which
produced distorted and easily broken chips. The form of the cutting
edge apparently influences the chip form, for the concave edges
rolled a long, freely coiled chip having a slightly convex outline,
while the convex edge rolled a tightly coiled chip with a concave out-
line which was so stressed as to break easily. The straight edge
turned nicely coiled chips which had a straight outline and nested
more closely than those from the concave edge. The drills which
produced the longest chip coils also used the least power, an indica-
tion which may be employed in comparing drills in commercial work
without the use of a dynamometer.
Fig. 23 shows the chips and the point form of the drill used in
the tests, results of which are shown by Fig. 19. The variations in
chip form with the variations in edge contour produced by different
point angles are clearly shown. It would seem logical to assume that
more power would be used in producing the tightly coiled chips of
the 88-degree angle than in producing the loosely coiled chips of the
148-degree angle.
12. Influence of Clearance Angle Variations.-In the series of
tests for helix angle influence and for point angle influence, the group
of tests of drills having the 118-degree point angle also included
six different clearances at the drill periphery. These clearances
were 2, 41, 7, 10, 12½, and 15 degrees, respectively, and the cor-
responding edge angles were held at 120, 124, 128, 133, 137, and 140
degrees, respectively, these being about the normal combinations
given by the drill grinder and presenting the best edge contour. It
is thus possible to plot curves showing the effect of the clearance
variation for the different drills. Such results are shown by Figs.
24 and 25. Considering only the torque, which is practically in
FIG. 20. CHIPS REMOVED BY SIMILARLY GROUND 118-DEGREE POINT ANGLE
DRILLS HAVING DIFFERENT HELIX ANGLES
ZPECIMEN UHIPS tROM IlMILARLY UROUND DRILLS
CLEARANCE =7°. POINT =49° FEED =0.017 "/REV. SPEED =52 R.P.M.
FIG. 21. CHIPS REMOVED BY SIMILARLY GROUND 98-DEGREE POINT ANGLE DRILLS
HAVING DIFFERENT HELIX ANGLES
SPECIMEN CHIPS FROM SIILAL Y GRO ND DIFFERENT DRILL 0
(' f HELIX CLER =7 POINT 190 FL O= 017 MN.SE) j^s^''~ M''
1
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FIG. 22. CHIPS REMOVED BY SIMILARLY GROUND 138-DEGREE POINT ANGLE DRILLS
HAVING DIFFERENT HELIX ANGLES
FIG. 23. POINT FORM AND CHIPS REMOVED BY A STANDARD DRILL WITH DIF-
FERENT POINT ANGLES
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FIG. 24. CURVES SHOWING EFFECTS OF CLEARANCE ANGLE ON TORQUE AT DIF-
FERENT RATES OF FEED
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identical ratio with total power, it will be seen that there is no pro-
nounced general tendency. Whatever variation appears might well
be charged to differences in the test blocks; thus all the points having
41/2 degrees clearance, except those for the 0.013-inch feed and for
drill "H," show perceptibly less power than the others. All these
holes were drilled in a set of twenty blocks, which were from a single
day's pouring in the foundry and apparently softer than usual.
The 41/-degree tests of drill "H" were made in a different set of
blocks, as were the tests for the 0.013-inch feed which were re-run
for this purpose, and these latter points appear to be normal. Drill
"B" shows a distinct lessening of the power for an increase in clear-
ance angle, while drill "H" shows exactly the opposite tendency.
In most of the other drills a horizontal line would represent the
variation fairly well.
Considering the thrust, uniform and pronounced tendencies are
observed, the thrust being high for the lesser clearances and gradu-
ally decreasing as the clearance increases. Most of the sets of curves
show a certain resemblance to the family of curves in Fig. 58; thus
they present a basis for the supposition that the variation was due
to insufficient clearance at the drill center rather than at the per-
iphery. The flatness of the curves of drill "H" is probably due to
the fact that the edge angle was larger than for the other drills, it
being difficult to measure accurately the peculiar form of the angle.
The flatness of the curves for "E" and "F," however, would seem
to indicate some peculiar action due to the helix angle, since even
poor clearance grinding on these drills seems not -to affect the good
drilling results. The thrust values for drill "G" are lower than
those for any other drill, but they show the same general tendencies
as drills "A," "B," "C," and "D." Comparison of these curves
with the curves of Fig. 58 led to the making of a separate test in
which the edge angle influence and the variation due to differences
in the test blocks could be eliminated. The results of this test are
shown by Fig. 26. The six holes at the different clearances were
drilled in the same test block, although it was necessary to use a
separate block for each different feed. The edge angle was kept con-
stant at 130 degrees since this angle was thought sufficiently large to
eliminate the influence of small center clearance. The included point
angle was kept constant at 188 degrees and the speed at 235 r. p. m.
Torque decreases slightly as the clearance angle increases at the
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given feed Is only three pounds, as compared with the eight and ten
two heavier feeds, although this variation is not perceptible for the
lesser feeds, and the greatest variation between any two holes at a
i  fee  is l  t ree s, as co pared ith the eight and ten
pound differences shown in Fig. 24.
Variations in the thrust almost identical with those in the torque
may be observed. The conclusion is that a clearance angle of two
degrees at the periphery is ample for all ordinary work provided the
.edge angle is 130 degrees or more. It seems probable also that the
lesser clearance angles would give a greater drill endurance and are,
therefore, to be preferred.*
13. Influence of Edge Angle Variations.-To determine more
definitely the relation of the edge angle to the center clearance angle
of the drill, a series of tests was run in which the point angle, the
speed, and the peripheral clearance angle were kept constant, while
the chisel edge angle was varied by 5-degree increments between 110
and 140 degrees. The seven holes for the different edge angles were
drilled in the same test block, a different block being used for each of
the four different feeds. The results show that the torque variation
(see Fig. 27) is slight for any variation in edge angle, but that the
thrust variation may be very large. From the ratio of increase it
was deemed useless to attempt drilling the 110-degree hole at 0.041-
inch feed, the dynamometer capacity being only 6000 pounds. It
will be seen that an edge angle of about 130 degrees is as large as
is necessary for average drilling, but that this may be increased to
135 or 140 degrees for very heavy feeds. The 135-degree angle is
recommended by most twist drill makers. The edge angle should
vary according to the feed used.
14. Influence of Cutting Angle Variations.-The tests run to
determine the influence of varying the helix angle were put to another
use in connection with a study of the cutting angle. The cutting
angles, measured at the drill periphery, are plotted in Fig. 28, the
different drills being designated by different point symbols and the
average curves of torque and thrust drawn. All holes were drilled
at the same feed per revolution and with the same point angle, each
point on the diagram, Fig. 28, being the average of the results of
five holes drilled at different speeds in different blocks.
* See pages 82 and 114.
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The curve of torque tendency is probably a straight line as
shown. The efficiency of the different drills may be estimated by the
position of the points with regard to this average line; thus it will
be seen that every point of drill " E" is below the line, as are three
of those of drill "F." Drills "B" and "C" are inefficient, while
drill "D" is average and drill "A" good.
The thrust curve is less difficult to place and shows the same
general tendency as the torque. In this curve also, all points of drill
"E" lie below the line, while "C," "F" and "G" are average and
"A" good.
A study of the two curves presents interesting possibilities. That
the thrust value apparently descends to zero when the cutting angle
is zero is logical enough, but the torque curve apparently descends to
a value of about twenty-eight foot-pounds when the cutting angle
is zero. Whether it really descends only to this value or suddenly
curves down to zero is of course uncertain, but it is reasonable to
believe that it has a real value.
The photograph, Fig. 29, illustrates the sort of drilling which
may be accomplished with a carefully ground drill. The illustration
shows drill " E " in a block of cast iron bringing up coiled chips from a
depth of about three-fourths inches. The spindle was stopped when
the chips had emerged this far and the photograph taken after blowing
away a few of the finer chips which had been made as the drill entered
the block. The emerging chips were still attached to the block at the
bottom of the hole. The included point angle was 118 degrees, the
clearance angle 7 degrees, feed 0.017 inches, and speed 58 r. p. m.
15. Influence on Torque and Thrust of Varying the Feed and
Speed.-The torque of the drill varies with the rate of feed per revo-
lution in a manner which is fairly uniform. Previous experiments
show that the torque does not increase so rapidly as the feed for any
given drill, and while these experiments confirm this fact, they show
slighter differences from a direct variation or relationship. Fig. 30
shows the results of a series of tests run especially for the purpose
of determining this relationship. It is to be noted that the curves
are nearly straight. Fig. 31 shows comparative curves in cast iron
from the Smith experiments and from the Bird and Fairfield experi-
ments,* each of which shows a greater degree of curvature, the latter
much more than the former.
*See Appendix V for a discussion of the results of experiments by other investigators.
FIG. 29. DRILL "E" AT WORK
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The law governing the effect of feed variation on the thrust was
not so easily established, since drills having insufficient center clear-
ance seem to cause a rise in thrust for the heavier feeds (see Fig.
27). Possibly owing to this cause or to an increasing drill dullness,
the tests of Bird and Fairfield show the thrust rising more rapidly
than the feed. Smith states that the thrust is directly proportional
to the feed for tests in soft cast iron. The tests plotted in Fig. 30
show the thrust rising at a slightly faster rate than the feed, although
this increase is probably due to the insufficient center clearance men-
tioned.
From the curves of Fig. 32 it will be seen that the torque de-
creases as the speed increases for a given feed per revolution, although
in most cases no decrease in torque appears for speeds greater than
400 r. p. m. For speeds less than 150 r. p. m. the results are not
uniform. In nearly all the tests this decrease in torque at the higher
speeds was noted, particularly when the drill was a trifle dull. Oc-
casionally it amounted to as much as twenty per cent. Each of the
eight holes drilled at different speeds with a given feed was drilled
in the same block, so that variation in test blocks would have no in-
fluence on the values.
The thrust observations from these same tests are presented in
Fig. 32, the same general characteristics being shown as for the
torque.
Dempster Smith* states that there is no pronounced variation
of torque or thrust with speed variation, but his tests were all run
at less than 150 r. p. m., and the irregularities he observed are sim-
ilar to those shown in Fig. 32. His curves for the equivalent of a
one-inch drill in cast iron together with the torque curves of the
present tests are shown in Fig. 33. Bird and Fairfield show no pro-
nounced variation in torque or thrust between speeds of 140 and 600
r. p. m., but possibly the small size of drill used and the lower feeds
render the results not comparable. Hallenbeck, from his tests for
Baker Brothers of Toledo, presents a family of curves which show
a wide variation in thrust with increasing speeds, although all his
tests were run in hard steel with a large drill. The general ten-
dency of the Hallenbeck curves is contrary to that of these tests, as
shown in Fig. 33.
*See Appendix V for discussion of the results of experiments by other investigators.
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16. Influence of Chisel Edge Variations on Torque and Thrust.-
In Fig. 34 are shown the results of tests obtained by varying the form
of the chisel edge. Whether the chisel was thinned or blunted seemed
to have no very marked effect on the torque, the total variation being
less than that to be expected from differences in test blocks, but the
effect on the thrust was more pronounced. The blunting of the chisel
increased the thrust, and the thinning of it reduced the thrust, but
the bluntness of the chisel in ordinary drilling will probably not be
so pronounced as the artificial bluntness of the drills tested.
When the chisel was thinned to about three-quarters of its nor-
mal thickness, the effect on thrust was scarcely distinguishable. The
thinning was purposely poorly done to observe the effect of thinning
by an inexperienced person. Thinning the point to about half its
normal thickness 'produced a decrease in thrust of about thirteen
per cent, which is probably not so great a saving as can be obtained
if more time and attention are given to the thinning. In the Smith
trials, for example, it seems that the half-chisel point reduced the
thrust from five to twenty-five per cent for various drills. It is
probable, however, that the importance of thinning the chisel is ex-
aggerated and that the possible saving is more than offset by the
danger of weakening the drill.
While the effect of thinning the chisel edge is variable and not
important, the total effect of chisel thickness on thrust is pronounced.
Smith gives the total chisel effect as about twenty-five per cent, but his
standard drill was one in which the chisel edge was half the web
thickness. Some of his tests, however, show that the removal (by
preliminary drilling) of a cylinder of metal equal to that which
would be removed by the chisel may account for from thirty-seven
to fifty-seven per cent of the total thrust. In the discussion of those
tests Brooks gave it as his opinion that the chisel effect was about
fifty per cent of the total thrust.
In the results plotted in Fig. 35, an attempt has been made to
disclose the actual influence of the chisel edge on both torque and
thrust. The web thickness of the drill used was 0.120 inches, and
the chisel edge length was 0.136 inches. In the solid metal the drill
showed a thrust of eleven hundred pounds for the speed and feed
used. Pilot holes of successively larger diameter were drilled in the
test block and in another block which showed the same normal thrust
when drilled in the solid. These pilot holes were opened out with
AN INVESTIGATION OF TWIST DRILLS
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the standard one-inch drill and the thrust and torque recorded as
shown in Fig. 35. With the dianmeter of the pilot hole equal to the
web thickness, the thrust was decreased fifty-nine per cent. With
pilot holes of less than this diameter the indications were not satisfac-
tory, the small pilot holes becoming filled with fine particles of iron to
such an extent that their value vanished when the large drill had
penetrated one-half to three-quarters of an inch, although the small
holes were at least two inches deep. The observation shown for the
0.10-inch diameter drill extended to a depth of one inch, but that
of the 0.06-inch drill, being taken before the drill was cutting to its
full diameter, was only relative. For the larger holes the observed
data were quite uniform. It is seen that when the pilot hole is larger
than the web thickness, the decrease in thrust is almost in a direct
ratio with the increase in drill diameter. If this lower portion of
the curve be extended to the ordinate of zero diameter pilot hole,
i. e., drilling in the solid with the one-inch drill, it indicates a thrust
value of about sixty per cent of the actual value; whereas, if the
line ran straight to the point of one-inch pilot hole, therefore zero
thrust, its extrapolation to the point of zero pilot hole would indicate a
thrust value of fifty per cent of the actual value.
It will be noted from the results that the torque is scarcely af-
fected by the pilot hole until the diameter of the hole becomes larger
than fifteen per cent of the diameter of the large drill. For pilot
hole diameters of more than fifteen per cent the torque decreases in
a curve which was identified as corresponding to the diameter of the
pilot hole squared or as the relative areas of the larger and smaller
holes. This curve of relative areas was plotted as shown in the
straight dashed line. If the pilot holes have diameters of 0.5 inches,
the areas are to each other as 1 to 0.25. In other words, the pilot
hole affects the torque only as it removes a certain percentage of the
total metal.
Smith reports a series of tests in which a 3/4-inch hole was opened
out to 1½ inches at different rates of feed in medium cast iron, and
examination of the results confirms the given indication. Since the
diameters have a ratio of two to one, the areas have a ratio of four
to one; therefore the power consumed by the opening-out process
should be three-fourths that required to drill the 1½-inch hole in
the solid. As given for a feed of 0.01 inches, the values are 74.6 and
76.8 per cent, for a feed of 0.013 inches the values are 73.9 and 83.0
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per cent, for a feed of 0.02 inches, 65.8 and 75.5 per cent and for
0.04 inches 80.3 per cent. The average of these values is 75.7 per
cent, which compares with the 75 per cent theoretical value. For a
pilot hole having a diameter equal to the web thickness Smith reports
a torque reduction of only one per cent in steel and no noticeable
reduction in cast iron. Since the average ratio of chisel edge to drill
diameter in the drills used by Smith was 0.096, the area ratios are
0.0092 to 1, or a relation of 0.92 per cent, which, compares well with
the 1 per cent reduction in power which he noted. For thrust values
on the opening-out tests, Smith reports that the percentage of reduc-
tion apparently increases with the feed, but a comparison of his values
for the same feed with those plotted in Fig. 35 shows corresponding
values of 82 and 86.4 per cent, respectively. For feeds of 0.01 inches,
0.013 inches, and 0.04 inches Smith shows reductions in thrust of 73,
76.5, and 85 per cent, respectively. This variation, together with
values determined by opening out a hole with a diameter of 0.15 of an
inch, is shown in Fig. 36. The decrease in proportional thrust with
increased feed is evident in both curves.
17. Total and Partial Power Consumption.-In order to de-
termine the gross power required for drilling at different rates, and
the drill-press efficiencies and general characteristics, alternating cur-
rent wattmeters were connected to each power phase to measure the
total input to the motor. These instruments were checked for ac-
curacy, and all readings were taken practically simultaneously for
the two phases. These readings, with the torque and thrust cards
taken from the drill point, made it possible to note the gross and net
values of power for any hole drilled as well as the effect of torque and
thrust variation on the power absorbed by the motor and press.
Fig. 37 shows the power consumed by the motor and drill-press
when no work is being performed. When the drill spindle is not
revolving, all the power input is consumed in the motor, in the main
drive shaft of the press, and in the main shaft of the press trans-
mission. When the transmission gears are engaged, they rotate the
drill spindle at different speeds, involving losses in the transmission
gears and bearings, in the gears and bearings of the drive to the
spindle, and in a portion of the feed gearing. If the feed gears be
thrown in so that the spindle is advanced, but no drilling done, no
increase in the total power input is to be noted. The spindle speeds are
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obtained through four gear combinations and the back gears; thus
eight spindle speeds are possible. The effect of the back gearing is
clearly shown by the curves of Fig. 36, as the points A, B, C, and D
have the same gear combinations as points A,' B,' C,' and D,' the
only difference being that for the first set the drive was through the
back gears, while for the second the drive was direct. The frictional
loss with increased spindle speed is well shown, the increase amoun-
ting to 0.6 h. p. for a speed of 575 r. p. m.
In the tests recorded in Fig. 38, holes were drilled at four dif-
ferent feeds and six different speeds. For the two lower the back
gears were engaged. It is interesting to note that the two lines of
direct and geared drive are practically parallel for the different feeds
and show constant power absorption for the back gears for all dif-
ferent spindle speeds, since the speed of the back gears is constant,
but the power absorption of these gears varies almost directly with
the rate of feed, being about 400 watts for 0.041-inch feed, 270 watts
for 0.0256-inch feed, and 160 watts for 0.013-inch feed. It will be
recalled that both the torque and thrust increased in practically a
direct ratio with the feed; so this increase in power consumption of
the back gears is due to the increased pressure imposed upon them
by the increased torque or thrust, or both. The purpose these re-
sults serve is to indicate the total power required for drilling or for
removing a certain amount of metal under varying conditions of feed
and speed. These values, of course, apply only to this specific set-up,
each apparatus for drilling having its own power characteristics.
In Fig. 39 are shown the efficiencies for the different points il-
lustrated by Fig. 37. These values show the influence of the back-
gearing on efficiency, and also give an idea as to the absolute values
which may be obtained for the higher rates of drilling.
The values of Fig. 38 have been used in still another manner as
shown by Fig. 40 in which power is plotted against rate per minute
for both total and net powers of drilling. The lower curves of net
power are interesting as a basis for studying the question of the best
feed and speed combination for the removal of metal. If a vertical
line of constant rate of drilling is taken, it will be found to intersect
the curves of power and feed relation, and to show varying power re-
quirements for removing the same amount of metal per minute. In-
stead of rate per minute, the abscissae could as well be cubic inches of
metal removed per minute, since the drill diameters are the same,
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FIG. 40. THE VARIATION OF POWER FOR VARYING RATES OF METAL REMOVAL
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and the same relative curves would be given. These curves show
clearly that it requires less net power to remove metal with a heavy
feed and slow speed than with light feed and high speed, the power
difference running as high as one hundred per cent for the lower
rates of feed. Other tests, which were run for a different purpose,
were used in checking this observation and will be found plotted in
Fig. 41. In Fig. 40 the curvature of the lines of feed and power seems
to be due to irregularity in test material, since the curves of Fig. 41
are practically straight lines and show this power difference very
pronouncedly. Still another set of test values is shown plotted in
a different manner in Fig. 42. In this case the horse-power con-
sumed in removing one cubic inch of metal with a one-inch drill at
different rates of drilling has been plotted against the rate per min-
ute. The families of curves for different feeds per revolution, there-
fore, represent holes drilled at different speeds. The three points
marked with crosses, almost on the 0.041-inch curve, represent holes
drilled at a feed of 0.061 inches per revolution, and show that the
gain in efficiency by using a heavier feed than 0.041 inches is slight.
In fact there is but little gain in using a feed heavier than 0.0256
inches per revolution. It will be noted that there is a slight decrease
in power due to the increased speed; thus the findings shown in Fig.
32 are corroborated although the principal saving is due to the in-
creased feed. This variation of power with feed is shown by the
dashed line and heavy points, which is a curve of constant speed
drawn through the average value for the power at each feed. It
will be noted that the total power saving by the use of the heavier
feeds may amount to 0.8 h. p. in drilling at the rate of three inches
per minute.
Although the drill itself uses less power when drilling with the
heavier feeds and slower speeds, the rule for the total power is not
so simple. If it were possible to use the direct gearing to obtain the
whole range of speed, the relations for gross power would probably
be the same as for net power. The introduction of the back gears,
however, varies the relation considerably for the lower rates of
drilling, as will be seen from Fig. 40. The gross values given on this
chart have been transferred to different coordinates in Fig. 43, which
shows a family of curves of power for different rates of drilling and
which signifies at what feed per revolution it is most economical to
remove metal. A number of these values are taken from extrapola-
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tions of the curves of Fig. 40, and represent combinations beyond the
range of the press. The circled points shown are actual tests which
were drilled at a rate closely approximating the rates of the curves,
and seem to check fairly well the tendencies shown. A general rule
for drilling economically with this set-up seems to be that the feed
per revolution shall increase with the rate per minute, being never
less than 0.0133 inches per revolution when drilling in cast iron.
The individual characteristic power and feed relations of dif-
ferent drilling apparatus are shown by Fig. 44, in which a number
of test curves from different experimenters is presented. It will be
noted that the power curves on the same set-up do not necessarily
show the same trend; thus, for example, the two Westinghouse curves
take opposite curvatures, and a few indications by Hallenbeck show
that for the heavier feeds the curvature would also be reversed. The
Bickford and University of Illinois tests are both at comparatively
low powers; so the straight lines shown might change their tendencies
in the higher regions.
The variations of power and efficiency with varying feeds per
revolution may be observed by referring to Fig. 45. These tests were
drilled at a constant speed and with eight variations of feed. The
effect of the back gearing in the feed system is perceptible, although
of no practical importance, since the power absorption of these gears
is relatively slight. The power used at the drill point, which was
determined from the test cards, varies almost in direct ratio with the
feed per revolution. This power was subtracted from the total input
to determine the power absorbed by the motor and drill-press. The
change in total efficiency, ratio of power absorbed in useful work at
the drill point to the total electrical input, is a function of the vary-
ing power absorption of the press and of the relation of the total
power input to the power absorbed in running the press idle. This
latter effect is most pronounced at the lower rates of drilling, when
the useful power is small as compared with the absorbed or "over-
head" power. If the drill is dulled so that it absorbs more power,
the efficiency of the apparatus will increase, owing to the increase in
net power consumption. This efficiency curve is a strong argument
for the higher rates of drilling, or, at least, for having the apparatus
so proportioned that it will be working at nearly full capacity most of
the time.
As has been mentioned, the increase in torque and thrust affects
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FIG. 44. THE POWER AND FEED RELATIONS FOR VARIOUS TESTS
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the power absorbed by the drill-press, because of the increased
pressure on the bearings and in the gears. This increase is not, how-
ever, directly proportional to the increase in torque and thrust, as
is seen from the curves of Fig. 45. Various attempts were made to
segregate the effects of thrust and torque variations, but the results
were too diverse to admit of analysis. It was not known just how
much power was absorbed by the motor and how much by the press,
and the very slight variations below feeds of 0.0202 inches per revolu-
tion gave few values for the development of curves. Some of the
general results are shown in Fig. 46, which presents the results of
tests in which an effort was made to vary the thrust independently
of the torque by dulling the chisel point, by drilling into a pilot hole,
and by using a drill with an insufficient center clearance. By these
means the thrust was varied as much as 450 per cent while the torque
was varied only about five or six per cent. When the drill edges were
ground straight, it was possible to vary the torque about twenty per
cent while the thrust varied only ten or twelve per cent. Satisfactory
analysis was, however, not possible, and the only general indication
was that the increase in power was about as the cube root of the in-
crease in thrust times the torque. Probably the curves of Fig. 46 will
be useful as indicating the possible power saving through the use of
pilot holes, which at the higher feeds reduce the total power by ten
or twelve per cent. The extra power required when the drill is dull,
is improperly ground, or has the cutting angle increased through poor
point thinning is shown in curves B, D, and E respectively. For
the different curves at the 0.041-inch feed, the thrust and torque
values are:
Torque Thrust
A -58 foot-pounds 2900 pounds
B -56 foot-pounds 3900 pounds
C0-54 foot-pounds 850 pounds
D.- 68 foot-pounds 2700 pounds
E - 72 foot-pounds 2950 pounds
Test "D" was scarcely comparable with the other tests, but was
drilled for comparison with a drill having a 135-edge angle, which
gave values for this feed and speed of 65 foot-pounds torque and
2850 pounds thrust. The difference in torque was partly due to the
use of a different drill from that used in tests A, B, C, and D and
partly to the different test block used. The lower curves showing the
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power absorbed by the drill-press are, however, partially compara-
tive. It will be seen, for example, that the power to be saved by the
use of a properly ground drill instead of a poorly ground one may
be greater than the power saved by first drilling pilot holes. The
pilot hole, however, has its advantage in reducing thrust forces which
might be sufficient to break the drill-press in heavy drilling.
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IV. TESTS TO DETERMINE DRILL ENDURANCE
18. Influence of the Helix Angle on Drill Endurance.-A large
number of holes was drilled to determine the effect of helix angle on
drill power. The last five of each set of twenty holes were drilled at
a feed of 0.041 inches per revolution, at speeds of 92, 233, 367, 456,
and 575 r. p. m. The two highest of these speeds are. excessive for
a one-inch drill in cast iron, and the behavior of the drills in drill-
ing at these speeds is considered in the study of endurance. At the
lower rates of feed at these speeds the attempt was made to run all
five holes without sharpening the drill, and this was possible in al-
most every case with no increase in the torque which might have
been due to dullness, although one or two indications of dulling are
noted, and once or twice it was thought advisable to sharpen the
drill after the 456 r. p. m. test before drilling the 575 r. p. m. test.
Several times in the 0.041-inch tests it was necessary to sharpen the
drills, and once or twice it was impossible to drill the last hole, be-
cause the drill burned as it entered the block.
With the 118-degree point grinding drill "A" did not need to
be re-sharplened for any hole. Drill "B" was dulled by two of the
575 r. p. m. holes (with the 10-and 121/-degree clearance). Drill
"C" was dulled by one of the holes, drill "D" by none, drill "E"
by one, and drill "F" by two. Drill " G " was so badly burned on
one hole that it was impossible to drill more than an inch deep with
it. Two other high-speed holes had already dulled this drill badly.
With the 138-degree point grinding the indications of dullness
were more numerous. Drill "A," however, was not dulled by any
hole drilled. Drill "B" was dulled by three of the holes (only twen-
ty holes were drilled with this point angle as against 120 for each
drill with the 118-degree point angle). Drill "C" was dulled by
two holes, and so badly burned at the last two holes that they could
not be drilled more than an inch deep. Drill "D" was dulled by
two holes, burned on one hole, and failed to complete its set by two
holes. Drill "E" was dulled by one hole and slightly burned by
another. Drill "F" was dulled by three holes, being slightly burned
in one of these. Drill "G" was dulled by four holes, and failed to
complete its set by one hole.
In general, drill "A" showed up remarkably well for endurance
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and consumed a relatively small amount of power. The other drills
showed somewhat uniform tendencies. For the 118-degree point the
drills showed progressively better with increasing helix angles until
the 32-degree angle was reached and then they became progressively
worse with further increases in the helix angle. For the 138-degree
point the drills showed progressively better until the 35-degree angle
was reached and then progressively worse with further increases.
Other tests indicated that the drill "C" was not so well tempered as
the other drills, since it showed poorer endurance than other drills
exactly similar in form. It will be noted that the 35-degree helix
angle performed well under all conditions, averaging slightly better
than drill "F" and considerably better than the 32-degree drill.
Drills "E" and "F" gave the best average performance of all the
drills in both power and endurance indications, although endurance
results are by no means conclusive. The differences in test materials,
in the quality and tempering of the drill metal, and possibly in the
slight burning of the drills during grinding render the degree of
reliability of the endurance tests open to question. If the drills had
been run at normal speeds and worn to dullness instead of being
burned, the results might have been different.
19. Influence of Clearance Angle on Endurance.-The results
of the tests referred to in the preceding discussion of the effect of
the helix angle on endurance may again be employed in obtaining
indications of the effects of the clearance angle on endurance. Six
different clearance angles were used on all drills for the tests with
the 118-degree point angle.
With the 2-degree clearance angle no drill was dulled in drilling
any hole. Likewise with the 41/2- and 7-degree clearances all the
drills stood-up. With a 10-degree clearance, drills were dulled by
three of the holes. With a 121-degree clearance, drills were slightly
dulled by four holes. With a 15-degree clearance, drills were slightly
dulled in several holes, badly dulled in two holes, and burned in two
more. The endurance, consequently, lessens with increase in the
clearance angle, although the performance of the drills in the 121/2-
degree clearance tests was, if anything, a trifle better than in the
10-degree clearance tests.
A partial series of tests was run with a standard drill at a speed
of 456 r. p. m. and a feed of 0.041 inches per revolution to determine
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the effect of clearance on endurance. In each case the object was to
run the drill to a degree of dullness approximating an increase of
ten pounds in torque. This rapid testing is faulty, however, because
the greatest damage is apparently done just as the drill enters the
block at high speed. A drill may finish one hole in good shape, but
burn upon entering the block on the next test. The total number of
inches drilled is so small that this entrance effect is important. At
a slower rate, the damage at entrance would be less and the total
amount of drilling greater; so more nearly correct values would be
obtained. Indications from a number of tests of the rapid drilling,
however, gave the following average results: for a 4-degree clearance
the total distance drilled was 141/4 inches, for a 6-degree clearance
251/2 inches, for a 9-degree clearance 183/4 inches, and for a 12-de-
gree clearance 171/2 inches. The 6-degree and 12-degree clearances
and the 4-degree and 9-degree clearances were drilled in the same
test blocks. Apparently a clearance of 6 degrees is preferable to
12, and 9 degrees to 4.
A series of endurance tests at moderate speeds was started, in-
volving different point and clearance angles with the same drill.
These were, however, interrupted and not resumed, so that the results
are fragmentary and may be applied to point or clearance angle
analysis without certainty of the proportionate effect of either angle.
With 15-degree clearance and 124-degree point, the drill went
through about 240 inches of soft cast iron with no perceptible in-
crease in dullness. It was then started on an unusually hard block,
in which it broke down after drilling ten inches. With a 41/ 2 -degree
clearance and 112-degree point this drill went through 240 inches of
the soft cast iron (half of each block was used for each drill), drilled
40 inches in the hard block mentioned, and then continued until it had
drilled through about three thousand lineal inches of iron, at which
point the power required had increased about 35 per cent. At 2400
inches the power had increased about 25 per cent, which was the extent
of dullness adopted as standard. With a 12-degree clearance and 118-
degree point, the drill went through about 1400 inches of iron before
attaining the 25 per cent increase in power. Practically all these
tests were unsatisfactory and the results probably would have been
more nearly uniform if a uniform grade of steel had been used instead
of cast iron. On the basis of the test data, however, the indications
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favor a combination of a small clearance angle with a small point
angle.
Incidentally a portion of these tests, with the 124-degree-7-degree
combination and the 118-degree-12-degree combination, was run
parallel with tests of a drill having a 26-degree helix angle as
against the 32-degree angle of this drill. In the first case 85 inches
were drilled by the 26-degree drill against 720 inches by the 32-degree
drill. In the second test the 26-degree drill went through 360 inches
against the 1400 inches of the 32-degree drill.
20. Influence of Point Angle on Endurance.-In addition to
the combination point angle and clearance angle tests referred to,
the group of tests employed for studying the effects of helix angle
variations was used for a study of the effects of different point
angles. For the group of tests having a 7-degree clearance and a 118-
degree point, only a few holes dulled the drill slightly. For the same
clearance and 138-degree point angle four holes burned the drill so
that they could not be advanced more than a fraction of an inch in
depth. Eight other holes dulled the drill, and in three others the
drill lips were perceptibly burned, although the hole was advanced
to a depth of two or three inches. For the group having a 7-degree
clearance and a 98-degree point angle no drill was perceptibly dulled
by any hole, although there was a tendency to chip the lip edges and
the chisel point, because of the insufficient backing of metal. In the
98-degree tests drill "A" broke under a feed of 0.041 in. per rev.
and a speed of 92 r. p. m., although it had drilled this same hole and
four others at the same feed with points of 118 and 138 degrees. This
failure probably was due to a weakening of the drill by the removal
of chisel edge support.
21. Influence of Rounded Corner on Endurance.-A number
of rapid endurance tests was run at a speed of 575 r. p. m. and a
feed of 0.041 in. per rev. in soft cast iron, with pairs of drills, one
of which had rounded corners. The results of two of these tests are
shown graphically in Fig. 47. On the basis of the number of inches
drilled for a given increase in torque an endurance ratio of about
four to one in favor of the rounded corners is shown in one case, and
about eight to one in the other. Other tests were run in blocks of
varying hardnesses which showed a ratio in favor of the rounded
corners of about ten to one in the harder materials, and three and
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four to one in the softer materials. The apparent effect was to render
the corners immune to burning, so that the dullness began with the
chisel point and gradually extended out along the cutting lip. The
rounding of the corners was done by hand grinding and it is probable
that each corner removed in drilling a different quantity of metal,
so reducing the endurance somewhat from the value of a perfectly
rounded corner. This modification of the drill corner does not in
the least affect the size of the hole drilled. The hole is cleaned out to
size by the cutting edge above the corners, so that no extreme accu-
racy of corner grinding is necessary. There should, however, be suf-
ficient clearance behind the rounded corner to prevent rubbing
action.
22. Comparative Endurance Tests of Different Kinds of Drills.-
A short series of comparative endurance tests was run in soft cast
iron at high speed and heavy feed on several milled drills, a forged
twist drill, and a flat-twist drill. The results are plotted in Fig.
48. The test points for the forged drill are shown, and the aver-
age curves are given for the other drills. It will be seen from the
results of the forged drill test that the power indications as the drill
begins to burn are irregular, although it is possible to plot fairly
regular curves. The reversed curves for the three drills which
showed the greatest endurance are pronounced, while the curves for
the drills with the least endurance show fairly regular increases of
power at the drill point as drilling advances. A general similarity of
behavior of the drills, however, is to be noted in that, following in-
itial drilling, the tool "settles to a cutting edge" and does its most
effective work after the initial sharpness is worn off. This effect was
evident also in the longer endurance tests previously mentioned, the
drill very often running through five to eight hundred inches of cast
iron with no variation in the average power curve, after the first
gradual dulling had taken place. The rapid rise in power after 'the
drill has once started to burn is logical, as each increment of dullness
adds to the friction of cutting thereby heating the drill and destroy-
ing its resistance.
Comparative endurance tests of this sort are more satisfactory
than endurance tests in which different drill angles are tested, for
in the latter there is likely to be a variation in the drill endurance,
even when the same drill is used for each test, because drills tend to
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vary in character from point to tang through uneven tempering or
variation in the metal. A number of drills was tested for hardness
at various points along their length with the Shore scleroscope. All
the drills except one showed variations of from two to ten points in
hardness, generally being softer toward the tang. One drill showed
a distinct ring about an inch from the point which was five to six
points harder than the point, while one drill was about eight points
softer in the middle than at either end. The average hardness at
the drill points was about 86, only two drills being above 90, of
which one was 92 and the other 91. One drill which produced aver-
age results in endurance tests had the surprisingly low value of 78.
Some of the drills were so skillfully tempered that the entire length
of the fluts es tested about 84, but the hardness dropped to 40 or 45 at
the point at which the drill attained its full diameter at the end of
the flutes. Other drills were hard almost to the tang. In 1908 the
Lincoln-Williams Twist Drill Company* made a number of endur-
ance tests to show the relation between hardness and endurance
(drilling in tool steel), but found no regularity in results. They
found that the average hardness of high-speed drills was about 86,
while that of carbon drills was about 89. The best high-speed drill
tested was the hardest, and the poorest was the softest, but the varia-
tions between these extremes showed almost no regularity.
The variations in drill hardness practiced by the different makers
are not more pronounced than the variations in helix angles and
angles of point grinding of the drills. A number of standard drills
was measured and their characteristics recorded as shown in the
following:
MANUFACTURER Type Clearance Point Helix AngleMANUFACTURER ype Degrees Degrees Degrees
Detroit Twist Drill Co ........................ Milled 13% 60 32 to 27
Detroit Twist Drill Co ........................ Milled 7 61 25 to 20
Union Twist Drill Co.............. ............ Milled 4Y% 58 22
Morse Twist Drill Co ......................... Milled 2 58 26
Gelfor Twist Drill Co........................... Flat-twist 6 63 32
Whitman & Barnes............................ Flat-twist 5 59% 29 to 26
Pratt & Whitney............................. Flat-twist 5 59Y% 30 to 25
Lincoln-Williams .............................. Flat-twist 6 59 30
Lincoln-Williams ............................. Milled 5 58 26 to 21
Union Twist Drill Co ......................... Milled 5 60 24
New Process ... ............................. Milled 4 59% 22
Whitman & Barnes ........................... Milled 6 59 26
*See Appendix V for discussion of experiments by other investigators.
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On the special drills used in tests to determine the influence of the
helix angle the clearances were 4%, 5, 51 , and 6 degrees, and the
point angles were all 120 degrees. The edge angles of various drills
showed variation between 117 and 135 degrees.
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V. MINOR INVESTIGATIONS
There has been some discussioh concerning the effect of different
helix angles on chip removal in deep holes; so from the number of
tests run for the power determinations with different helixes a set
of four cards was chosen. The values from these are shown trans-
ferred to rectangular co6rdinates in Fig. 49, the torque and thrust
values being plotted side by side. All these holes were drilled with
a speed of 570 r. p. m. and a feed of 0.041 in. per rev. All drills
were similarly ground, and all but the first were advanced to a depth
of about 41/2 inches in cast iron. The drill with the 10-degree helix
seemed to give the best performance, although this may have been
due more to its large chip space than to the helix influence, since the
drill with the 22-degree helix shows a steady rise in torque as the
depth increased. The 32-degree drill had an increase twist to give
it better chip clearance at the greater depths, but its performance
was not appreciably better than that of the 40-degree drill. The
increase in torque as the depth increases is in every case more pro-
nounced than the increase in thrust. The sudden rise in the thrust
values at the beginning of each hole may be due to the greater hard-
ness of the metal near the surface or to a surge of fluid in the dyna-
mometer resulting from the sudden application of the load.
The fact that all these holes were run at high speed seems to
have been a factor affecting chip disposal, since results of tests run
at a speed of 233 r. p. m. and feed of 0.041 in. per rev. show a much
more rapid increase in torque as depth increases (see Fig. 50). In
these 233 r. p. m. tests the 10- and 22-degree drills showed rapid in-
creases in torque with, increases in depth. The 32-degree increase-
twist drill showed well to a depth of about two inches, while beyond
this the torque increased rapidly. With the uniform helix of 40 de-
grees there was a steady increase in torque with depth, but this drill
averaged better than any other. These results seem to indicate in
general that all drilling should be done at as high speeds as possible
and that the larger values of helix angle are better for deep hole
drilling than the more nearly straight drills.
That the effect of depth on torque is governed by other condi-
tions than the helix angle and the drill speed is shown by the results
presented in Fig. 51, cards "A" and "B," the first of which shows
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FIG. 49. TEST CARDS SHOWING CORRESPONDING TORQUE AND THRUST FOR DIF-
FERENT HELIX ANGLES
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FIG. 50. TEST CARDS SHOWING CORRESPONDING TORQUE AND THRUST FOR DIF-
FERENT HELIX ANGLES
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CARD A
FRESHLY SHARPENED
DRILL IN CAST IRON
FEED-0.041 IN./REV.
SPEED- 367 R. P. M.
DRILLING THROUGH THE SKIN
CAST IRON. FEED 0.025 IN./RI
FIG. 51. TEST CARDS SHOWING CORRESPONDING TORQUE AND THRUST FOR DIp-
FERENT CONDITIONS FOR DRILLING
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results of drilling with a freshly sharpened drill, and the second
drilling with a drill that was perceptibly dulled. It may be noted
that beyond a depth of several inches the torque of the dull drill
rises much more rapidly than that of the freshly sharpened drill.
These two tests were drilled with the 32-degree increase-twist drill. In
general the results show the same general characteristics as those
presented in Figs. 49 and 50, that is, uniform torque for several
inches, after which the torque beings to rise fairly abruptly.
Card "C" of Fig. 51 shows the effect of drilling through the
skin on cast iron. The thrust at first rises almost instantaneously to
a little above 1000 pounds and then drops to about 700 pounds before
the drill shows perceptible penetration. With the lower feeds this
effect was still more pronounced; thus for a feed of 0.013 inches per
revolution the thrust rose to a value of 800 pounds and then dropped
to 600 pounds. For a feed of 0.00364 in. per rev. the thrust rose to
550 pounds, dropped to 250 pounds, and then rose to about 450
pounds. Apparently the hard elastic skin resists penetration at first,
but the instant it is punctured the thrust drops in value. The ad-
vantage of removing the skin before running a drill into the work
is shown by the fact that after one of these test holes had been drilled,
examination of the drill showed that the lips were scarred and
chipped, although all holes were drilled at the slowest speed; so the
destructive effect of shooting a drill through this hard surface at a
high rate of speed may be understood.
Card "D" shows a typical record obtained when drilling into
a small pilot hole for about two inches, striking the bottom of this
hole, and then drilling in the solid for about an inch. It will be
seen that the torque takes practically its full value instantaneously in
a hole of this sort, giving a peak that was probably due to fluid surge
in the dynamometer. The effect of the pilot on thrust begins to lessen
after an inch or so, owing to filling up this small hole with the finer
particles of iron removed by the large drill. For a hole about 0.25
inches in diameter this filling is not so marked, and the thrust rises
almost instantaneously at the bottom of the smaller hole.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
A study of the results presented in the preceding pages relating
to drilling in cast iron seems to justify the following conclusions:
(1) With the usual angles of grinding the power used at
the drill point decreases as the helix angle increases until the
value of the helix angle reaches 35 degrees, above which there is
no further decrease in power. Above 40 degrees the power be-
gins to increase. A helix angle of 30 to 35 degrees seems also to
give the best average endurance in cast iron.
(2) For corresponding speeds and rates of feed the varia-
tion in torque for point angles between 108 and 138 degrees is
slight, but torque increases for point angle values below 108
degrees. The variation in thrust for point angles between 98 and
118 degrees is slight, but the thrust increases rapidly as the point
angle increases above 118 degrees. Drills with point angles
greater than 118 degrees show less endurance than drills with
point angles smaller than 118 degrees, while drills with point
angles less than 118 degrees show less susceptibly to burning of
the corners, although a greater liability to chipping of the cut-
ting edge and a general weakness of the drill due to the removal
of metal backing the chisel point. In' general, a point angle of
about 110 degrees seems more satisfactory than an angle of 118
degrees.
(3) Variations in the clearance angle at the drill periphery
and variations in the clearance at the drill center (as indicated
by the value of the edge angle) seem to affect the net power
very slightly. Unless the peripheral clearance is less than two
degrees, variations in its value have very slight effect' on the
values of torque or thrust, but if the edge angle is less than 120
degrees, the thrust tends to increase, showing a more rapid rate
of increase for the heavier rates of feed. A peripheral clear-
ance of about six or seven degrees seems to be the most satis-
factory value as affecting drill endurance. An edge angle of
130 degrees is recommended for all but the heaviest feeds (above
0.041 in. per rev.). This angle should not vary with variations
in peripheral clearance, but may be varied with the feed per
revolution, decreasing for light feeds and increasing for heavy
feeds.
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(4) The power required at the drill point and the drill en-
durance seem to be much affected by the form of the chip space
and the form of the cutting lip. Drills having the greatest chip
spaces and concave cutting edges seem to give good results under
all conditions of work and point grinding. Attempts to increase
chip space near the hilt of the drill by decreasing the helix angle
are apparently of small value, and the decreased helix angle as
the drill is ground away causes increases in the power required
and lessened endurance.
(5) In soft cast iron the torque does not increase so rapidly
as the feed per revolution, although the variation of torque with
feed is so nearly direct that it may for all practical purposes be
so considered. For the correct angles of drill grinding the
thrust should increase directly with the feed per revolution.
(6) In soft cast iron the torque decreases as the speed
increases, although there is little advantage in running a one-
inch drill faster than 350 r. p. m. The saving in power re-
sulting from increasing speed may amount to ten or fifteen per
cent. Thrust decreases as speed increases for corresponding
rates of feed, although the advantages to be gained by running
a one-inch drill faster than 400 r. p. m. are slight. The decrease
in thrust may amount to fifteen per cent.
(7) Drilling a pilot hole the diameter of which is equal
to the width of the -chisel edge reduces the thrust of the large
hole by sixty or seventy per cent, the reduction being greatest
for the heavier feeds. The torque of the larger drill varies ac-
cording to the area of metal removed by the pilot drill. For
the average drill this means a saving in net power of one per
cent.
(8) The power loss in the back gears of a drill-press in-
creases directly as the feed per revolution and may be from five
to eight per cent of the total power consumed. The efficiency
of the drilling apparatus increases with the rate of drilling, and
for these tests varied between eight and sixty per cent. The
net power for a given rate of drilling varies with the feed used,
being greater for the light feeds and less for the heavy feeds,
although there is very slight advantage in using a feed greater
than 0.041 in. per rev. The gross power is a function of several
variables, including the variation in net power, the power con-
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sumption of the drill when running idle, the increase in torque
and thrust for the heavier feeds, and the means of gearing for
different speeds. For general good efficiency of drilling with
this apparatus in cast iron, the feed should not be less than 0.013
in. per rev. and should increase with the rate of drilling to 0.041
in. per rev. for a rate of nine inches per minute. So far as power
consumption is concerned, whether net or gross, the best way to
remove metal with a given drill is with as high a speed and as
heavy a feed as the drill will stand.
(9) By first drilling a pilot hole with a diameter equal
to the thickness of the drill web, the gross power when drilling
the larger hole may be reduced ten or twelve per cent. A blunt
drill increases the gross power by reason of the greater thrust
which causes greater losses in the drill-press. A drill with a
point angle greater than 118 degrees or a drill with an edge
angle less than 130 degrees will increase the gross power for
the same reason.
(10) The endurance of a drill may be increased 300 to
1000 per cent by the simple process of rounding the sharp cor-
ners at the drill periphery.
(11) For drilling holes at the depths of more than three
inches a drill with a large helix angle gives best results. Such
holes should be drilled at as high a speed as possible, for then
the screwing action of the drill flutes removes the chips more
nearly completely.
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APPENDIX I
DEVELOPMENT OF THE TWIST DRILL
To produce holes in hard materials seems to have been one of
the early needs of the human race, since evidences are found of
many early and crude devices for drilling. Almost invariably the
primitive drill took the form of a sharp iron or stone point attached
to a wooden shaft. The drilling action of this device was one of
scraping or crushing rather than of true cuttihg. The motion was
imparted directly by rolling the wooden shaft between the palms of
the hands or indirectly through the medium of a bow or a stick-and-
string arrangement. In any case the motion was a reciprocating
one, and the whole process required patience and care. The usual
requirement was to produce a hole in wood, but not infrequently the
pump and bow drills were used in operations on glass, stone, and
crockery. Among a few tribes was found a heavy two-man drill
capable of piercing iron.
23. Flat Drills.-The direct progenitor of the present twist
drill was the old style flat drill, made usually of carbon steel in a
blacksmith shop and shaped according to the ideas of the maker.
Such a drill could usually be forged in a few minutes. A length of
square stock was flattened at one end and given a rough diamond
shape, possibly with the edges turned over a bit to form a sort of
hooked lip and then by means of a file or grindstone, the cutting lips
and point were sharpened and the drill was brought to its final form.
Drills of this type may be found in use at the present time, and al-
though very inefficient they possess certain advantages due to the
fact that they may be made with an extra long shank for deep holes
or made in odd sizes.
The usual flat drill was made of square stock, but sometimes flat
stock was used, probably because it was easier to forge and to grind
and provided more space for the disposal of chips. Then some artisan
tried twisting the drill while it was hot from the forge and discovered
that he had a tool which gave noticeably better service. The idea
of the twisted drill led in time to the development of a tool more
or less similar to the modern flat-twist drill, but it was still in a crude
state. Only when drills began to be made as a special product (The
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Morse Twist Drill Company in 1862 was the first manufacturer),
did they assume any uniformity of design or attain any real degree
of efficiency. Then experimentation began with the different forms
of milled flutes, with the helix angle of the flutes, with forms of point
grinding, and with the composition of the steel used. Practically
only in the last decade has any other than carbon steel been used, but
previous to that the drill had been given a certain uniformity of de-
sign. The disadvantages of the drills used previous to the last decade
lay in the fact that they had to be kept cool to prevent drawing the
temper; this condition in turn meant either that the drill had to be
run slowly or that some special provision had to be made for supply-
ing a cooling and lubricating medium. Such a tool did not meet
the requirements of modern large and rapid production; so after
high-speed steels had proved their value in lathe and planer tools,
attempts were made to use them in the form of twist drills.
24. The High-Speed Steel Drill.-Twist drills of high-speed
steel are still in the process of development, both with reference to
the metals used and the form of the drill. The principles of design
determined for carbon steel drills have to a large extent governed
in the making of the high-speed drill. Experiments are still neces-
sary to establish the proper helix angle, flute space, web thickness,
and point grinding. The steel used varies according to the formulas
of the different drill makers. It has been determined by analysis
that the composition varies widely and that even the carbon content
shows no regularity. The carbon content varies from 0.25 to 0.60
per cent, manganese from 0.25 to 0.60 per cent, chromium from 0
to 5.0 per cent, tungsten from 10.0 to 20.0 per cent, and cobalt, vana-
dium, and silicon, etc. within narrow limits according to the ideas
of the different steel and drill makers. This matter of the most de-
sirable alloy has not been thoroughly investigated, nor have the
equally important questions of forging and heat treatment. The
large number of variables in the different alloys and the possibility
of many methods of treatment greatly complicate the matter of test-
ing. The testing itself is tedious, since it is necessary to make a com-
plete drill for each material tested and to make provision for some
special test apparatus, whereas the testing of lathe tools requires
only a small piece of the material and only a standard lathe as a
test machine. Unfortunately the qualities required in drills cannot
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be readily determined from lathe tool tests, because of the form of
the cutting edges, the different conditions affecting the point, and
the difficulties of proper cooling. Even at the present stage of the
development, however, the advantages of the high-speed drill are ap-
parent especially where rapid production necessitates high speeds
and heavy feeds.
25. Analysis of Drill Form.-The modern drill consists of a
straight metal shank carrying at one end two equal cutting lips and
at the other some means of attaching the drill to a device which will
impart the necessary rotary motion to it. The earlier types of drills
were simple affairs, as may be seen by reference to Fig. 52-A, with
the lips usually so shaped that a reciprocating rotary motion could be
used. Small drills of this type may be made of wire nails or other
pieces of round scrap. The only requirement is a sharp point which
will make a hole bigger than the drill shank, without particular uni-
formity in hole diameter or outline. The drills shown in Fig. 52-B
are a logical development from these early types, being merely larger
and stronger, made of better material, probably a little more carefully
forged and sharpened, and capable of producing a hole approximately
true. The flat-twist drill shown is twisted by hand while hot from
the forge, and the twist is neither uniform nor directed to any par-
ticular angle. This design was supposed to facilitate removal of the
chips by screwing them out of the hole, but it was only approximately
successful, because the diameter at the cutting lips is appreciably
greater than the shank diameter. Efforts to make the helix of a
uniform angle, to provide adequate chip space, and to combine
strength with economy of material resulted in the production of the
milled-twist drill. The first of these drills, made about 1850, proved
disappointing in its weakness and lack of endurance, and it was not
until Morse in 1864 produced a drill having more obtuse point and
cutting edge angles that the milled-twist drill demonstrated its
worth.
The form of flutes necessary to give best results is still a sub-
ject for discussion, various manufacturers using different forms.
Three forms of flute are shown in Fig. 52-C. The requirements are
that this space shall shape the chips to a compact helix when drilling
steel and that it shall afford adequate space for their disposal. Usu-
ally the milling cutters are so shaped that in connection with a 118-
degree included point angle the cutting lip will be a straight edge.
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Apparently there is no reason to believe that the straight cutting edge
is more efficient than a convex or concave edge, but the sentiment
in favor of the straight edge is firmly established. Practice with re-
gard to the helix angle also varies within certain limits, there being
standard drills with a uniform helix angle of 20 degrees and others
with a helix angle of 32 degrees. General practice seems to favor a
drill with a helix of about 25 degrees, sometimes uniform from tang
to point and sometimes varying from 20 degrees at the tang to 25
at the point. The theory of this variable or "increase" twist is that
it provides a greater chip space at the tang, where this space would
otherwise be decreased by the increasing thickness of the web. Drills
for work in brass or similar soft material give best results when the
drill flute is straight* (helix angle equals zero degrees), as shown in
Fig. 52-D. In fact it is logical to suppose that this helix angle could
well have different values, according to the material worked, just
as the grinding angles used for lathe tools operating on steel are
different from those used on cast iron. Fig. 52-D shows the straight
flute drill, the standard 25- or 26-degree drill, and a special drill
having a helix angle of 45 degrees.
The workmanship on modern twist drills is of a high order, and
it is not unusual to find the cutting diameters guaranteed to within
.0005 inches, but this diameter is true for only a small portion of
the drill. Back of each advancing edge the drill may be concentric
for a tenth of an inch, at which point the radial clearance begins,
ranging from .01 to .05 inches. Usually this clearance is eccentric
as shown in Fig. 52-E, and is produced by milling or grinding with
the drill slightly off center. The drill has also a longitudinal clear-
ance to prevent its binding in deep holes. This clearance amounts to
about .001 inches per inch of length so that an old drill is almost
invariably undersize. In all probability there is no need for such
exactness in the cutting diameters, since a drill will usually cut a
hole from .002 to .006 inches oversize, because of slight inaccuracies of
grinding, eccentricity in the drill shank, or expansion from tempera-
ture rise.
While the standards for flute form and helix angle are neither so
well established nor so necessary as are those for cutting diameters,
the forms of drill shank have come to definite standards. This uni-
formity is necessary, in order that a drill purchased from any maker
*Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Catalogue.
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will fit the spindle of any lathe, boring mill, or drill-press. There are,
however, several types of drill-shank taper. Of these the Morse taper
is the oldest and most widely used. Originally it was probably con-
ceived as a uniform taper of five-eighths inch per foot, but inaccuracy
in the first set of gages seems to have led to slight inaccuracies in the
resulting product. The Brown and Sharpe taper of one-half inch per
foot is optional with most drill makers. There are various forms of
special sockets on the market, employing keys, pins, and other posi-
tive locks for driving the drill, but the taper shank with driving
tongue is well established and convenient.
With the greater use of high-speed steels an old type of drill
has been revived, namely the flat-twist drill. This form of drill has
the advantage of requiring an appreciably smaller quantity of high-
speed metal, since the twisted flutes may be firmly welded or brazed
into a soft steel shank, or the flat flute may be extended to form a
special shank. This drill has a further advantage in that the metal
is hammered or rolled to form and then twisted; thus a closer and
more homogeneous structure is given to the steel and a stronger and
tougher product results. It will be found that such drills require
more power than the milled drills because of the crude form of the
chip space and the poorly shaped cutting edge. Their greater en-
durance and strength may, however, more than offset the power loss
where heavy production in hard metals is desired. Fig. 52-F gives
an idea of the appearance of the drill.
A further improvement in this drill consists in shaping the bar
of high-speed metal so that the twisting process will give a resultant
form approximating the milled drill. With modern facilities for this
forging and twisting process, an excellently shaped drill is made,
the final finish being given by a careful grinding. Such a drill is
more expensive to make than the milled drill, but it seems to combine
all the advantages of the milled and flat-twist drills.
26. The Helix Angle.-The standard lathe tool for operating
on cast iron has a back slope or rake of eight degrees, a front slope
or clearance of six degrees, and a side slope of fourteen degrees.
This combination results in a lip angle of sixty-eight degrees. For
operation on steel the rake and clearance angles are the same, but the
side slope is twenty-two degrees which gives a lip angle of sixty-one
degrees. Fig. 53-C shows the lathe tool as applied to a flat surface
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on the principle of a drill or planer tool without consideration of the
side slope. Figs. 53-D and 53-E show the theoretical application of
the cutting angles of the tools for operating on cast iron and steel,
respectively. It will be noted that the angles of back slope or rake
now correspond to the helix angle of the ordinary milled or forged
twist drill. Whereas the accepted helix angle for twist drills is about
twenty-six degrees at the drill periphery, this application of lathe
tool design would indicate angles of sixteen and twenty-one degrees
for cast iron and steel, respectively. That this interpretation is not
necessarily a true one will be seen from an examination of Figs. 53-
F, G, and H.
Here the 25-, 30-, and 35-degree angles represent the helix angle
of the drill at the periphery, while the 31/2-, 41/-, and 5-degree angles
represent the corresponding helix angles at the edge of the chisel
point of the drill. The averages of the angles along the cutting edge
are approximately fourteen, seventeen, and twenty degrees.
Assuming that this average angle should correspond to the cut-
ting angle of a lathe tool, it will be found that the correct drill for
cast iron will have a helix angle of twenty-eight degrees at the periph-
ery, while the correctly formed drill for steel will have a correspond-
ing helix angle of forty degrees. The drill, therefore, which would, ac-
cording to this theory, produce the best results on both cast iron
and steel would have a helix angle of thirty-four or thirty-five degrees
at the periphery. This theoretical deduction cannot, however, be
relied upon for practical application, since the entire operation of
the twist drill is different from that of the lathe tool. No part of the
cutting edge has the same speed as any other part. The drill point
is kept cool only as the heat is conducted away by the metal being
cut. The support given the drill by the metal upon which it is oper-
ating, the varying clearance of the cutting edge, and the difficulty of
cooling and of chip disposal cause drill design to present its own pe-
culiar problems, although it is possible that much may be learned
from the lathe tool design. It is reasonable to suppose that if the
carbon steel drill would give satisfactory service with an angle of
twenty-five degrees, the new high-speed drills should show equal en-
durance with a sharper cutting edge, that is, with a helix angle of
from thirty to thirty-five degrees at the drill periphery.
Fig. 53-I shows the regular carbon steel drill, and Fig. 53-J a
drill of high-speed steel which has lately been put on the market.
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In this high-speed steel drill the helix angle at the periphery is thirty-
two degrees and this gives approximately a 41/2-degree rake or back
slope at the edge of the chisel point. The clearance of twelve degrees
shown in each drill is excessive, but is put at this figure by the drill
manufacturers in order to assure sufficient clearance for even poor
hand or machine grinding, just as lathe tool practice recommends a
clearance of from ten to twelve degrees where grinding machines are
not available, or where the tool gages are likely to be inaccurate or
carelessly used. The usual clearance of six degrees would be suf-
ficient if properly designed drill grinders were always used. The ten-
dency is to allow too little clearance at the drill center; so this large
clearance angle is designed to cover possible inaccuracies.
In tests conducted at the University of Illinois, drills were used
having helix angles of from ten to forty-five degrees, which in con-
junction with clearance angles of from two to fifteen degrees gave
cutting lip angles of from thirty to seventy-eight degrees at the
periphery. Such a range of cutting angles permitted a partial ex-
amination of the attendant phenomena, although it is always dif-
ficult to separate angle influence from variations induced by varying
flute characteristics, variations in drill material, structure and tem-
per, or variations in testing material,
27. The Angle of the Cutting Edge.-In the preceding pages it
has been shown how the helix angle of the drill flutes influences the
angle of the cutting edge, but this angle is not the only factor which
influences the form and action of the cutting edge. Other factors
include the point angle, the flute form, and the web thickness of the
drill, as well as the peculiarities of point grinding. Of course it is
to be expected that an increase in clearance angle, by forming a
sharper edge, may result in a slight decrease in driving power. The
larger helix will also act in the same way to produce a sharper edge,
and may possess advantage also in its effect upon the formation of
better chip helixes.
Considering the actual form of the edge as shaped by the average
drill grinder, it will be observed that, as viewed from the side, it has
a slight convex curve, shown to an exaggerated extent in Fig. 54-A.
The end view of the standard ground drill shows, however, that the
advancing edge is straight. This is true, because the drill makers
have designed the flute millers in order to produce this straight edge
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in combination with the 118-degree point angle. If this point angle
is changed, the edge contour is no longer a straight line, but becomes
concave with a larger angle, and irregularly convex with a sharper
angle, as shown in Fig. 54-B. The variation of the point angle, how-
ever, introduces other effects which may or may not be beneficial. It
would be possible so to design the flute millers that the advancing
edge would present a straight line for any point angle; so this may
be neglected for the present. Let the included point angle be in-
creased from the standard 118 degrees to 150 degrees and then the
length of cutting edge will be decreased by about twelve per cent.
This decrease means that'less length of cutting edge is removing the
same amount of metal; so the wear should be proportionately in-
creased. The more nearly flat point also removes a thicker chip pro-
portionate to the decreased length of edge, which also should cause
increased wear. The angles at the drill periphery, indicated by "W"
in Fig. 54-C, also become more acute and should be more likely to
wear since they have the highest peripheral speed of any part of the
cutting, edge. The angle of the chisel point, furthermore, is more
obtuse and the action more nearly approaches rubbing, rather than
the scraping cut of the standard point. This chisel edge at best
merely scrapes off the metal but the further debasing of the action is
best seen if it is supposed that the point angle is increased to 180
degrees. Then the chisel no longer even scrapes. It must be forced
through the metal as a flat surface, crushing, if possible, but under a
tremendous stress; so the logical conclusion is that the larger point
angles are unsatisfactory from several standpoints.
If, on the other hand, the point angle is decreased, the length of
cutting edge is increased, and this increase is proportionately greater
than the decrease in cutting edge when the point angle is increased;
thus the length of edge will be about twenty-two per cent greater
for a decrease of thirty degrees of point angle; whereas an increase
of thirty degrees over the standard angle gives a decrease in cutting
edge length of only twelve per cent. The thickness of the chip also is
decreased, the angles at the periphery are increased, and the action of
the chisel edge is improved. The disadvantage of the sharper point
angle lies in the fact that the chisel point has less support and may
chip in hard material. This blunting and chipping of the chisel point
may also lead to the whole drill splitting, because of the increased
pressure necessary for cutting and danger of these small nicks pro-
viding a starting point for fracture.
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The value of the longer cutting edge and of the thinner chip is
shown by F. W. Taylor in his treatise, "On the Art of Cutting
Metals," in which he states that if the chip thickness is reduced to
one-half, the cutting speed may be increased to 11/2 times its former
value. Taylor's analysis of the proper form of cutting edge may
in some respects be correlated to twist drill practice. He states that
the straight edged tool as shown in Fig. 54-D is the most efficient
form and would be widely used but for the tendency to chatter. The
tool shown in Fig. 54-E is a modification of the flat-edge tool, which
is given a slight curvature which produces a chip of variable thick-
ness and thus reduces the chatter. This idea of the curved edge he
carried still further by producing the standard round nosed tool so
widely used in all roughing work. The edge curvature reduces the
efficiency, however, and the flat tool shows an endurance 1.3 times
greater than the round tool. It will be noted that the edges of all
tools terminate in rounded corners. Even the parting or cutting-off
tools have the corners slightly rounded. The great disadvantage of
the old style diamond point tool lay in its sharp corner. Examina-
tion of Fig. 54-D will. disclose the analogy to drill form: here the
tool is advancing in the direction shown by the arrow, and although
the tool is stationary, the work turns in such manner as to give the
effect of a left-handed drill. The cutting edge corresponds to the
lip of the drill, and the angle "x" corresponds to the angle "W"
of Fig. 54-C. The rounded corner according to Taylor produces a
chip which thins to zero, makes the tool less liable to destruction,
and prevents injury to the work even if the tool is broken down in
service. According to these lathe tool principles, it will be seen that
the slight curvature of the drill lip noted in Fig. 54-A is beneficial
in reducing the possibility of chatter when light feed and high speed
are used. Theoretically, then, the ideal form of drill lip will be
variable for different materials to be drilled; it will be ground to
a more acute point angle for the soft materials and to a more obtuse
one for hard materials. The matter of edge contour is not of great
importance since all points of this edge lie in the same advancing
plane. The corners at the drill periphery should be rounded, as
shown exaggerated in Fig. 54-E, but the rounding of the whole drill
end would not be desirable.
28. Composition of High-Speed Steels.-With few exceptions
the primary metal of all high-speed steels is iron, and since the ulti-
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mate cost of the steel is high by reason of the alloys used, the best
grades of iron, low in sulphur and phosphorus, are used. Carbon
was for a long time the principal alloy used, and the product was
known as steel, soft steel, hard steel, carbon steel, or tool steel ac-
cording to the variation in carbon content. Although steel has been
in use for many centuries, it was not until 1860 that alloys other
than carbon were used intelligently in its production. Previous to
that time the famous Damascus steels are known to have contained
tungsten, nickel, and possibly manganese, although these were present
in a natural alloyed ore and were not added by the makers. In 1860
Robert Mushet discovered that the addition of tungsten and man-
ganese in fairly large percentages would produce a tool steel hard
enough for use without the usual quenching processes but needed
only to be cooled in the air. Steels of this composition are known
as "self hardening" or "air hardening" steels and were the imme-
diate progenitors of the modern high-speed steels. Since 1880, much
experimenting has been done in ascertaining the effect on steel of
adding such substances as tungsten, chromium, manganese, silicon,
vanadium, cobalt, and even copper, and aluminium. The possibility
of so many alloys in so many percentages and the peculiarities pro-
duced by variations in the forging and heat treatment open a wide
field for investigation.*
It is true that there is still much to be done in investigating the
effect of alloys on steel, but enough has been done to warrant certain
definite statements. Taylor, in 1907, laid down certain rules for
composition and treatment for lathe tools which still are generally
followed. He recommended a low manganese content, a carbon con-
tent of not more than 0.86 per cent, about six per cent chromium,
nineteen per cent tungsten, low silicon and less than one per cent
vanadium. His rules for heat treatment were:
(a) Heat slowly to 1500 degrees F.
(b) Heat rapidly from that temperature to just below the
melting point.
(c) Cool rapidly to below 1550 degrees.
(d) Cool rapidly or slowly to room temperature.
(e) Reheat to 1150 degrees for about five minutes.
(f) Cool to room temperature rapidly or slowly.
* See Bibliography, page 138, for references to such investigations.
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He further stated that this treatment would apply to any high-
speed steel and that thhe method of obtaining these temperatures was
of small importance, provided only that they could be determined
with exactness and that the tool was not allowed to oxidize. A fresh
coal fire was recommended for the initial heating and a lead bath
for the reheating. More recent writers suggest gas muffle furnaces
for the initial heating and salt baths for tempering.
That Taylor's formula may not hold for twist drills is sug-
gested by some of the later investigators. In drills the conditions
are such as to call for slightly different qualities in the metal, notably
a greater toughness and strength. This logically leads to a lower
percentage of carbon. Other considerations lead to a somewhat
lower chromium content, and recent experiments suggest the use of a
cobalt alloy and an increase in the percentage of vanadium. C. A. H.
Lantsberry* suggests as the result of a study of a series of drill tests
a steel containing not more than fourteen per cent tungsten, about
four per cent chromium, one per cent vanadium, and carbon less
than 0.60 per cent. Analyses of a number of stock American drills
as determined by Norrist of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, in 1911, are given in the accompanying table.
ANALYSES OF STOCK DRILLS OF AMERICAN MAKES-NORRIS
DRILL C Si S P Mn W Cr
A 0.48 0.20 0.014 0.010 0.40 15.86 3.46
B .41 trace .017 trace .57 17.29 3.24
C .41 trace .012 .015 .50 17.84 3.12
D .25 .19 .014 trace .50 16.18 3.05
E .38 .05 .010 .012 .28 19.98 4.95
F .43 .32 .012 .018 .27 15.80 2.28
G .49 .19 .018 .012 .28 19.45 2.89
H .44 .14 .016 trace .32 15.54 3.14
I .24 trace' .023 .012 .27 19.43 4.07
J .48 .14 .017 .037 .21 13.88 2.96
K .46 trace ' .010 .025 .50 14.98 2.65
L .32 trace .018 .045 .35 18.00 3.05
M .45 .09 .015 .017 .55 17.80 2.89
N .54 trace .014 .015 .28 19.43 3.10
0 .44 .09 .015 .012 .52 17.76 2.90
P .57 .48 .017 .020 .60 13.50 4.08
Q .43 .19 .018 .038 .28 19.51 3.00
R .49 .10 .019 .015 .48 18.79 4.70
S .55 trace .012 .017 .48 18.95 3.01
T .41 .19 .011 .037 .34 10.31 3.20
U .45 .19 .015 .017 .55 17.84 2.88
W .49 .09 .010 .032 .24 18.39 2.35
*American Machinist, Vol. 34, p. 719, 1911.
t Journal West of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute, Jan. Feb.,
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These analyses show both the wide variation of values for the dif-
ferent variables and the tendency toward a low carbon and chromium
content. The generally larger manganese content is noticeable, giv-
ing, according to Lantsberry, a greater hardness and a resistance to
fire-cracking or cracks in hardening.
Lantsberry gives analyses of three of the most satisfactory of
the English tool steels as follows:
C Si Mn W Cr V Mo
0.60 0.30 0.04 14.62 3.58 1.04 0.54
.064 0.00 0.00 14.76 4.27 1.00 1.22
.063 0.00 0.16 17.77 2.51 0.95 0.00
The chemical composition of the steel is, however, not the only
factor which affects its performance, even when the heat treatments
are identical. It has been established that the forging processes may
be regulated to give a harder and tougher product. For this reason
forged flute drills and many flat twist drills give better results than
milled drills; thus of the drills analyzed by Norris the low tungsten
drill T gave greater endurance than drill E which is high in tungsten,
both being milled drills, but drill I, also a high tungsten drill but
of forged flute design, was practically as good as drill T.
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APPENDIX II
DRILL GRINDING
29. Drill Grinding Machines.-In 1885 a paper was presented
before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers by W. H.
Thorne in which were discussed the tendencies and practices of that
time with regard to twist drills. Special attention was paid to the
proper form of point grinding, incidental mention being made of the
high prices of drill grinding machines. In the course of the dis.
cussion one engineer remarked that the man who would market a
drill grinder for fifty dollars would be a public benefactor. Twenty-
four years later, in the discussion of the experiments by Dempster
Smith, the following statement is found:
" With regard to the question of grinding twist drills, drill grinding machines
were, with the exception of common hack-saws, perhaps among the cheapest ma-
chines to be found in engineering shops. Was there any good reason why this
should be the case? Why should twist drill grinding machines which had not
even enough weight of metal in them to be rigid, and some of which were sold
at ridiculously low prices, be used at all? The twist drill itself might probably
be used in a machine costing from ten to twenty times as much as the grinding
machine, and yet the efficiency of the drill and the drill-press was limited by the
inefficient grinding machine employed."
It will be seen, therefore, that some great changes in drill grind-
ing machines have been made in the last quarter-century. It may
be stated, however, that it has normally been possible to procure a
remarkably efficient grinder, capable of grinding drills up to 11/4
inches, for less than fifty dollars. Between fifty and one hundred
dollars there is a wide choice of the highest grade machines capable
of grinding the largest and smallest drills. Even the small machine
shop can, therefore, profitably have as part of its equipment an ef-
ficient drill grinder.
The average grinding machine is extremely simple in its opera-
tion. Several types are automatic in their adjustment for the dif-
ferent diameters of drills, and those employing a calipering method
require but a moment for adjustment. Usually an adjustment for
the clearance angle is unnecessary, the point angle is fixed at the
59-degree standard, and the whole design of the machine is such as
to give the most efficient form of point. With hand grinding of drills
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larger than three-eighths of an inch it is almost impossible to get
accurate results. The length of each cutting edge must be the same,
the lip angles must be identical, and the clearance should increase
from the periphery to the drill center. A drill without these re-
quirements will.drill a larger hole, will use more power, will intro-
duce strain on the drill-press, and is likely to split or break. A
perfectly ground drill will perform forty per cent more work between
grindings than a hand ground drill, and the amount of metal removed
at each grinding will be less. Machine grinding eliminates the
necessity for the removing of metal to correct initial inaccuracies.
Perhaps no tool is so difficult to grind by hand or so easy to grind
accurately by machine.
The drill grinder used in these tests is illustrated by the
sketches shown in Fig. 55. The principles of operation briefly are
as follows:
"The drill to be ground is laid in the V-rest, E (Fig. 55-A and
B), the drill backing against the stop in the tail block. Near the
front end of the 'V' is a slot by which the drill may be held while
grinding or lifted out of the trough as required. At the extreme
front end of the V-piece is the lip rest D (Fig. 55-C) against which
the lip of the drill is rolled, thus bringing it and holding it in correct
position.
"In Fig. 55-B is seen the fixed stud A, projecting from the front
of the frame and parallel with the wheel shaft. On this stud is the
split sleeve C with a screw to clamp it, and an arm extending back-
ward with a bearing pointing obliquely forward and upward in
which swings the bracket which carries the tool-holder. The grinding
of the drill is done by the swinging of the drill-holder in this inclined
bearing. The apex of the V-shaped groove in the drill-holder is in
line with the inclined axis of the journal, so that when the drill-holder
swings from side to side, it turns on this point as a pivot. The face
of the grinding wheel being at an oblique angle to the axis of the
journal supporting the holder, any parts supported in the drill-
holder will be ground to correspond to the portion of the surface of
a cone; consequently a small drill laid in the 'V' will come nearer
the apex of the cone, and will be ground to conform to that portion
of the cone, while a larger drill will not set so deep in the 'V' and
will be ground to correspond to a cone with a larger base, thus the
size of the drill laid in the holder automatically determines and se-
cures the correct curvature."
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It may be remarked that although the grinder is accurate and
easy to operate, constant practice in drill grinding is required in
order that the effect of the various adjustments may be fully under-
stood and appreciated. The range of grinding possible with this
machine is shown by the fact that in these tests the point angle was
varied from 44 to 74 degrees, the clearance angles from 2 to 15 de-
grees, the edge angles from 110 to 145 degrees, and the helix angles
from 10 degrees to 45 degrees.
Carbon drills should be wet-ground, since it has been proved
that it is almost impossible to dry-grind a carbon drill without draw-
ing the temper on the cutting edge. While this change may be im-
perceptible to the naked eye, a strong glass will bring out a thin blue
edge. Tests have shown this condition to diminish the efficiency of
a drill at least five per cent, with consequent loss of production and
increase in power consumption.
High-speed drills are usually dry-ground, although there is some
discussion concerning the best practice. If the drills are ground dry,
there is a possibility of heating the cutting edge to such a point as
to injure the steel, especially if the grinding wheel has become glazed
by use. Taylor in his work, "On the Art of Cutting Metals," says of
the grinding of high-speed lathe tools:
" The writer trusts that he has made the fact clear that the property of
the red hardness of tools is seriously impaired by even temporarily raising their
temperature beyond 1240 degrees Fahr. He ventures to say that fully half of
the high-speed tools now in use in the average machine shops have been more
or less injured, and are therefore lacking in uniformity, owing to their having
been overheated in the operation of grinding. Even when a heavy stream of
water is thrown upon the nose of the tool throughout the operation of grinding,
tools can be readily overheated by forcing the grinding or by allowing the tool
to fit closely against the flat surface of the grindstone. The injury is the more
serious because there is no way of detecting it except through finding by actual
use that the tool has become of inferior quality. The writer has frequently seen
tools which were ground under a heavy stream of water heated so that the metal
close to their cutting edges showed a visible red heat."
This discussion shows that even the red-hard steels may be
injured in the same manner as carbon steels and that care is required
in the process of grinding. Taylor recommends further that a heavy
stream of water at low velocity be played on the tool while grinding
to afford ample cooling without splash. The principles of lathe tool
grinding may be also applied to drill grinding, although the drill
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has an advantage in that it is constantly moved over the face of the
wheel and has only a line contact therewith. Of course high-speed
drills should never be ground under a small stream of water or
cooled by being plunged in water after being heated in grinding or
drilling. Such a procedure will inevitably start small surface cracks
which will reduce the efficiency of the drill and may lead to deeper
cracks which will destroy the drill.
One thing which is often overlooked in the grinding of high-
speed steels is the degree of sharpness of the edge. An expert
machinist will recommend that after the drill has been run a few
minutes the edge should be touched up with a stone to give it an
even polish. The drill will then cut well, and the process of edge
honing seems to increase the endurance. Whether this advantage is
real or imaginary is uncertain, although experiments show that the
first sharpness of the tool is transitory and the real serviceable cut-
ting edge shows slightly rounded under the glass. The tool seems
to settle to a cutting edge after drilling for some minutes, and the
edge honing probably helps by removing irregularities rather than
by disturbing the rounded edge. This rounded edge is well known
in lathe tools and constitutes one difficulty in the determination of
relative dullness.
30. Point Angles.-In a communication Prof. W. W. Bird of
the Worcester Polytechnic Institute states: "As far as we know, the
original drill grinder was made to duplicate results secured by good
hand work. The point angle of 59 degrees was simply arbitrary;
60 degrees would do just as well. Sentiment seems to call for a
straight edge or lip, and sentiment is a factor in selling drills. Stand-
ard cutters having been designed for the 59-degree angle and a
straight lip, a change of angle would mean either new cutters or a
curved lip. . . . As it is, our experiments have shown that a few
degrees difference in the point angle makes but very little difference
in results." This statement of Professor Bird's concisely expresses
the present status of the point angle, which is practically the same
for the modern high-speed steels as it was for the old carbon steel
drills thirty or forty years ago. As indicated under the discussion
of cutting edge form, there are certain theoretical advantages in
using a sharper point angle and it is probable that a change of a few
degrees in grinding would result in a more durable edge without
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materially affecting the contour of the edge or necessitating new flute
millers.
Some of the possible variations from standard form are shown
in Fig. 56. Sketch A shows how the angle of the cutting edge may
be made more obtuse for drilling in a hard material. The form
shown is rather extreme, and good results may often be obtained by
merely going over the edges with a hand stone. This form is some-
times found efficient in drilling soft material, such as brass, where
the regular point has a tendency to "hog in" or "grab." Sketch
B shows the standard method of point thinning, which is an opera-
tion requiring care and experience, since the tendency is to spoil the
cutting edges by giving them the obtuse angle shown in Sketch A.
This thinning if improperly done will cause the center to be ec-
centric and make the drill cut too large, or may so weaken the web
as to cause it to split in service. Sketch C shows how a drill was
purposely blunted for the purpose of investigation, the cutting action
of the chisel being destroyed and reduced to merely a crushing action.
Sketch D shows a crude attempt at point thinning on a flat-twist
drill, one of those used in tests at the University of Illinois. No
attempt was made to preserve the cutting edge in good form, but the
semicircular groove was ground down each side and the drill used
in this shape. Rather unexpectedly the drill gave very good results
and in a number of test performed better than a high grade standard
milled drill.
31. Clearance Angle.-The question of clearance angle at the
drill periphery has been touched upon in the discussion of the helix
angle,* in which it was shown that this angle influences the actual
cutting angle, and attention was called to the fact that the manufac-
turers specify an angle of clearance far in excess of the actual need
in order to compensate for poor drill grinding.
That the clearance angle of the drill should increase from the
periphery toward the center is a fact generally well-understood. An
attempt has been made in Fig. 57 to show the reasons for this. At
the scale used the sketch represents a feed of 0.25 inches per revolu-
tion,-about ten or twenty times the feed used in drilling. The in-
crease toward the center is, however, proportional, the difference
between angles Z and Z' shows the necessity for this form of grind-
* See page 29.
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ing. Most drill grinders are designed to give this increased clearance
at the center. The large value of this angle for even ordinary work
may be seen by reference to Fig. 58, which shows the clearances nec-
essary on a one-inch drill for various rates of feed. It should be
remembered that the angles shown are only the angles necessary for
the drill to screw itself down into the work and are usually increased
by. four or five degrees to allow for a working clearance.
It is the value of the clearance angle at the center which largely
determines the value of the "chisel edge angle" or "edge angle." As
the clearance at the center increases, this edge angle also increases.
The manufacturers recommend an angle of 135 degrees. Just what
the proper value for the peripheral clearance may be is difficult
FiG. 57. DEMONSTRATING THE NEED FOR INCREASED CLEARANCE AT THE DRILL
CENTER
to decide, for while the manufacturers recommend a twelve-degree
angle they clearly state that it is excessive for a well ground drill,
and drills come from their hands with clearance angles of about four
and five degrees. In a recent publication* the superintendent of
Baker Brothers, Toledo, Ohio, gives it as his experience that drills
perform better if they are given a clearance of two degrees more
than that given by the drill makers, or approximately six to seven
* Hallenbeck, G. E., Iron Trade Review.
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degrees. This is about in accord with the findings of F. W. Taylor
for lathe tools, who recommends a clearance of six degrees as using
no more power, and as being more durable than a greater clearance
angle and also more durable than even a five degree clearance, which
he found just enough too small to prevent the tool being ground away
on the flank below the cutting lip.
The method of measuring the clearance angle exactly is illus-
trated by the photograph, Fig. 59. This method is described and
illustrated by Corneil Ridderhoff.* He states that "the outer ends
of the paper are slid by each other until its top edge is parallel with
the line of clearance immediately back of the cutting edge. A mark
is then made at A, the paper removed and, being laid flat, a line is
drawn from mark A to corner B at the other end. The angle inter-
cepted between this line and the edge of the sheet is the angle of
clearance on the drill." It may be further stated that if the sheet of
paper is 81/2 inches long, the mark A should be one inch from the
edge to indicate an angle of seven degrees, while a mark 13/4 inches
from the edge will indicate an angle of twelve degrees.
* American Machinist, Jan. 1, 1903, p. 5.
FIG. 59. METHOD OF MEASURING THE CLEARANCE ANGLE
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APPENDIX III
LUBRICATION OF DRILLS
32. Application of Lubricant.-As early as 1892 there is men-
tion of a twist drill having oil-holes in the metal, these being formed
by first drilling small holes longitudinally through the drill blank
and then twisting and milling it. Previous to this date there had
been attempts to use a lubricant at the drill point by carrying it
through small brass tubes soldered or wired to the drill flutes or
through channels milled in the outer surface of the flutes. Most of
these lubricating drills were used in a turret lathe or similar ma-
chine in which the work revolved and the drill remained stationary,
since this permitted the easy introduction of the lubricating fluid.
The modern drill, however, with its oil holes can be used in an or-
dinary drill-press very satisfactorily with a special socket now made
by drill manufacturers. The feature of this socket is a floating
sleeve, having ground joints, which remains stationary while the
drill revolves and conveys the fluid to the oil-hole openings in the
drill shank. The use of such a drill necessitates a constant circula-
tion pump system for the lubricant with means for catching the drip,
and straining the oil.
Where oil-hole drills and their adapting sockets are not used,
the problem of lubrication is a more difficult one. If a stream of
fluid is played on the drill. where it enters the work there is an ex-
cessive use of fluid, which tends to cause splashing and makes the
work more difficult and messy. It is also probably true that the
fluid is of very little value after the drill has penetrated to a depth
of several inches. For slow speed drilling and for shallow holes
this method may prove satisfactory. A recent scheme for lubrica-
tion has been suggested in which jigs are used. The jig is fitted
with oil leads to carry the fluid to the spot where the drill enters the
work, and this exact directing of the stream tends to give better
results than the haphazard "flooding" so often seen.
Where the drill consists of the duplicating of the same pro-
cess for a great number of pieces, as in some of the large automobile
factories, lubrication may be reduced to a system. Special lubricat-
ing jigs, baths of fluid, or special positioning of the work may be
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employed. Some manufacturers have found that very good results
may be obtained by inverting the work-the drill running up into
the work instead of down, as is more usual. This permits the lu-
bricating fluid to drain out of the holes quickly and completely,
carrying with it the chips and giving a clean hole and a long-running
drill. This method has the further advantage that the work does
not rest in a pool of the fluid, but is drained clean as soon as the
drill stops and allows quick removal with no slop or waste. Some
manufacturers place the work horizontally, as in the standard boring
mill, and find that this has the advantage of easy positioning of the
work, quick draining, and complete chip removal.
It is the usual practice to use a liquid as the cooling and lubri-
cating medium, but sometimes, and particularly when the material
to be worked is cast iron, compressed air is used. This can be ap-
plied only through the use of drills with longitudinal holes and
special sockets, for drill-press work, and is not a very general custom.
Air serves to cool the drill, though probably very slightly, and also
blows out the small particles of iron. Where an insufficient stream
of water or other liquid only causes these small particles of iron to
form a swarf which grinds away the drill, the air removes them in
a dry state, clearing the hole and giving a free cut. If a heavy stream
of water is used, it is probably superior to the air and has the further
advantage of requiring no elaborate device for catching the dust
and chips. There seems to be a tradition that a liquid lubricant
should not be used on cast iron, but the probability is that a suf-
ficient amount of liquid, supplied under proper pressure, will be
found superior to air. More recently there has been some use of com-
pressed air, as cooling fluid, in the drilling of deep holes in steel. In
this event the drill lips must be gashed so that they will break up
the chips, a fairly heavy feed and slow speed should be used, and the
air should be supplied through an oil-hole drill at a considerable pres-
sure (seventy or eighty pounds per square inch). It is reported that
in machine steel this process gives a smooth hole and the drill keeps
quite cool, the chips being removed by the air blast as soon as formed.
33. Action of Lubricant.-Among the users of drills, or in fact
of any of the machine tools, there seems to be a considerable difference
of opinion whether the use of a lubricant decreases the power nec-
essary to drive the tool. That it increases the endurance of the tool
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is undeniable, but that it also decreases the power is not so generally
believed. In his lathe tool experiments F. W. Taylor* found that
the use of a heavy stream of soda-water on the chip at the tool point
permitted an increase in cutting speed in steel of about forty per
cent. When cutting hard cast iron, the increase in speed through
the use of water was sixteen per cent. Apparently the only action
here was one of cooling the tool and chip, since the soda-water fluid
has small lubricating effect. Unfortunately these experiments of
Taylor's are practically the only ones on any type of tool which show
the effect on endurance of the use of a cooling fluid. The use of
compressed air in some drilling work shows that the combined effect
of cooling and efficient chip removal is beneficial under certain con-
ditions.
In drill tests run by Smith and Poliakoff, t no attempt was made
to ascertain the effect of lubrication on drill endurance, but various
tests were run to find the effect of lubrication on power consumption
when drilling in steel. The results show that when using a copious
supply of a solution of water and turning oil the power consumed
was from seventy-two to ninety-two per cent of that when drilling
dry, the greater saving being shown for the lower feeds. The end
thrust on the drill was from twenty-five to thirty-five per cent less for
soft and medium steels and twelve per cent less for hard steel. The
lessened end thrust has no effect on the power consumption of the
drill itself, but lessens the power input to the drill-press. The sav-
ing in power may be attributed to two or possibly three causes, name-
ly, the lubrication of the cutting edge, the lubrication of the chips to
reduce their friction on the drill and to facilitate their removal, and
the washing out of the chips by the stream of fluid.
34. Lubricants.-There is almost as little uniformity in the
lubricants used in commercial work as there is in the methods of
application. A common lubricant is, of course, lard oil, but the ex-
pense of this has led to numerous substitutes. In the catalogues of
drill makers the following lubricants are recommended:
For Tool Steel: Lard oil, machine oil, turpentine, soda-
water, kerosene.
For Soft Steel: Lard oil, machine oil, soda-water.
*Taylor, F. W., "On the Art of Cutting Metals," Folder 15, N. Y., 1906.
t American Machinist, Vol. 32, pp. 739, 830.
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For Cast Iron: Dry, or compressed air.
For Brass: Dry or paraffin-oil.
For Aluminum: Kerosene, soda-water, and aqualine and
soda-water.
The same lubricants are generally recommended for wrought iron
as for soft steel. That the lubricants recommended are not the only
desirable ones is shown by an investigation of general practice. Here
are suggested various compounds, such as:
For Steel: Boil together lard oil, 1/3, and soda-water, 2/3.
For Steel: Heat together borax, seven pounds, and water,
forty gallons. When cool, add seven gallons of lard oil.
For Steel: A thin drilling compound - almost water -
enough compound to make smooth and to prevent rust.
For Aluminum: Half kerosene and half lard oil.
In many places the most used fluid is a solution of about one gallon
of soluble cutting oil to fifteen gallons of water. It is probable that
this solution would prove satisfactory for most work, since a drilled
hole does not usually require the perfect surface that can be given
only by a solution rich in lard oil. Almost any machinist knows the
value of turpentine as a lubricant in drilling very hard steel, al-
though just why it has this value is not well known. It is suggested
that it exercises a local softening effect or that the fluid may possibly
penetrate the pores of the metal and afford a more intimate contact
of lubricant with drill edges and chip.
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APPENDIX IV
DRILL TESTING
35. Methods of Testing.-Drills and drilling processes may be
tested to determine the following characteristics:
(1) Endurance of drills
(2) Power
Input at the motor
Used at the drill point
Absorbed by the driving mechanism
(3) Composition of steel used in drills
(4) Forms of drills
The tests to determine the endurance of drills are simple and
easy to conduct. They consist merely of driving the drill through
steel or iron at desired speeds and rates of feed until failure, and
noting the effects of the process upon the drill. By using a uniform
material for the test drilling and by arranging a definite series of
increasing rates of feed, it is possible to compare a number of differ-
ent drills. A difficulty to be met in this sort of test lies in the fact
that the influence of the different characteristics cannot be deter-
mined; thus the whole drill may be quite strong, yet an increasing
bluntness, possibly made more pronounced through improper tem-
pering, may cause the drill to break sooner than a weaker drill which
holds its edge better, or one of the drills may run into a bit of segre-
gated manganese or carbon in the test block and fail, but without
giving any indication whether the cause lay in the drill or in the
block. This test requires a powerful drill-press and considerable
power. Modifying the test by running the drills merely to bluntness
has its objections in the difficulty of estimating exactly the degree
of bluntness from the appearance of the drill or of bringing two drills
to the same appearance at different times.
The second method of testing involves the use of meters for
recording or indicating the electrical input to the motor driving the
drill-press. This method also presents difficulties in connection with
the determination of the definite effects of the different influencing
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factors. It has been customary in such tests to run the motor and
drill-press idle at different spindle speeds to determine the power
absorbed by the driving mechanism and then tests are made for the
total power consumption. Subtracting the first set of readings from
the second set is supposed to give the power consumed by the drill
alone. The fact is, however, that the result of this subtraction also
includes extra power absorbed by the bearings of the motor and press
due to the increase in torque and thrust, so that the drill is repre-
sented as consuming more power than it really does. This method
of testing, therefore, is most useful when confined to the total
power consumption, the results then being accurate, but the re-
sults obtained from such tests are specific rather than general, for
different drill-presses will consume different amounts of power in do-
ing the same work at the drill point, because of different arrange-
ments of the drive and feed gears, of the number and type of bearings,
and of the variations in feed and speed of the drill.
Tests to determine the power delivered to the drill point elim-
inate discrepencies due to mechanical differences in drill-presses and
yield results which are of definite practical value and which are to
a large extent comparable with results of other tests conducted in
a similar manner. Power variations in the drill due to differences in
drill form, sharpness, angles of grinding, speed, feed and other fac-
tors may, in these tests, be noted by means of dynamometers mounted
to record the power delivered to the point. Exact indications of
drill endurance may be obtained, and if failure is due to faults in
the test blocks this fact may be detected from the test records ob-
tained. The fact is to be recognized, however, that tests which in-
volve the determination only of the power at the drill point do not
yield results on the basis of which the efficiency or performance of
the drill-press may be studied. There is a tendency also to lay down
exact laws and formulas for drill performance based on such tests,
since indications obtained may be exact, and to overlook the fact that
there may not be uniformity in the metals drilled. Particularly is
this true if cast iron is used, for what may be termed soft cast iron
in England may be medium cast iron in America. The differences
in methods of different experimenters will also influence results, even
in so slight a matter as the thickness of the test blocks, or the removal
of the casting skin, or in the depth to which the hole is drilled.
Tests in which only point dynamometers were used have yielded
results which give the best insight into the matter of drill design,
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and it is to be expected that the intelligent development of this
method will give further useful results. When this method of test-
ing is combined with the method in which the power input into the
drill-press is noted and records are kept of the total power consump-
tion, the consumption of the motor and press running idle at dif-
ferent speeds, and the power consumed in useful work at the drill
point, the analysis of the entire process of drilling becomes more
nearly complete.
While such a set-up would give a close analysis of the processes
of drilling, it would not completely investigate the effect of increased
torque and thrust on the power consumed by the drill-press, as these
two quantities tend to maintain a fixed relation to each other and
cannot be separated without difficulty. For an investigation solely of
the drill-press there would be needed an apparatus whereby the
torque and thrust could be varied independently of each other from
zero to a maximum. For the torque variation it might be possible
to fit up something resembling a Prony brake on the drill spindle,
thus varying the torque, measuring its value exactly, and showing the
power absorbed at the spindle, while electrical readings would give
the total power input. To vary the thrust it would be desirable that
the spindle advance as in actual drilling; so some system would be
necessary which would allow for this feed while applying a steady
thrust of known value. Possibly this could be done by allowing the
spindle to compress a series of springs or by lifting a certain weight
through a system of pulleys. Such an apparatus, correctly and care-
fully designed, would allow of complete drill-press investigation, for
it would duplicate the forces of actual drilling and keep them uni-
form, separate, and completely under control.
36. Tests to Determine the Composition of Drill Steel.-Tests
to determine the structure and composition of the steel of which drills
are made occupy an important place in the commercial world. Every
drill manufacturer maintains a laboratory in which analyses of the
chemical composition of the steels are made and the structure of the
material determined by microscopic examination of etched surfaces
and breaks. The task of testing certain percentages of the finished
drills, driving them at certain speeds and feeds through a uniform
test material, and judging of their quality by the number of inches
of material they penetrate before they become too dull for further
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work devolves upon the laboratory of the manufacturer. Some
manufacturers also use a form of point dynamometer to get more
nearly accurate data on the drill performance. It has been found,
however, that the chemical composition of the steel is not a positive
indication as to its fitness for drill making. Two steels exactly alike
in composition may vary widely in performance when made into
drills. The microscopic examination is more reliable if made by an
expert. Examination of the break in steel is very useful, and the
selerescope test gives useful indications, but the ultimate criterion
seems to be the performance of the drill under actual working con-
ditions.
37. Tests to Determine the Influence of Drill Form on the Power'
Required and on Endurance.-Tests to determine the influence of
drill form on the power required and on endurance include a study
of the effects of the helix angle, the point and clearance angles, the
shape of the drill flutes, and the method of making the drill, whether
milled, forged, or flat-twisted. The general investigation of the
forged, milled, and twisted drills is mainly one of comparative
strength; so the method of endurance testing is mostly used. Where
the effect of drill form upon power input is desired the use of meters
is employed.. Slight variations in power may be observed, since the
flat-twist drill usually puts a greater load on the drill-press than
other types. For the investigation of the effects of the angles of
grinding upon the power required and upon endurance some form
of point dynamometer must be used. It will be seen, therefore, that
each method of drill testing has some particular field, depending upon
the feature of drilling that is to be dealt with.
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APPENDIX V
EXPERIMENTS ON TWIST DRILLS BY OTHER INVESTIGATORS
38. Tests to Determine the Power Input Required.-The most
notable series of tests on drills in which the electrical power input
was determined was that conducted by H. M. Norris of the Cincin-
nati Bickford Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. In 1902, when this
concern was known as the Bickford Drill and Tool Company, Norris
first began his tests, and his most recent contribution was in August,
1914. Most of these tests have been reported in the American Ma-
chinist and are noted specifically in the Bibliography,* although the
most recent test is the only one which need be discussed here, it being
the most comprehensive of the series.
Drilling was done with drills of from one to three inches in
diameter in steel and cast iron. Graphic records of the total power
input were obtained, from which was subtracted the power con-
sumption of the motor at different speeds. The resultant power was
taken as representing that consumed by the drill and drill-press.
The purpose seems to have been to establish a basis of comparing
these gross values with the net values obtained by a previous experi-
menter, Dempster Smith, although there were some difficulties to be
met because of the different trains of gears used in obtaining different
speeds. The essential differences of results are slight, however, and
the work of Norris may be taken as affording a very practical inter-
pretation of Smith's results. The tests of Norris also possess the
added value of showing the important losses due to the use of back
gears and of giving a general idea of the gross power needed to drive
a drill-press in an average machine shop. In one test Norris notes
a power saving of about twenty-three per cent which he suggests may
be due to the use of ball-thrust bearings behind the gears of one ma-
chine. His conclusion is that the gross power absorbed by a machine
of this (radial) type driving various sized drills may be calculated
fairly exactly from the formula:
H.P.=c [r- 348(d )3.08
in which "c" is a constant varying with drill diameter and feed,
and obtainable from Norris' formulas for different sized drills and
* See page 188.
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for different materials, "r" is the number of revolutions per minute,
and "d" is the drill diameter. This formula gives powers varying
from 1.84 for a one-inch drill in cast iron at 0.013 in. per rev. feed
and 229 r. p. m. to 19.90 for a three-inch drill in machinery steel at
0.018 in. per rev. feed and 127 r. p. m.
In 1909 some tests were run by Baker Brothers, of Toledo, Ohio,*
the results of which showed the power consumption of motor, press,
and drill for varying feeds and speeds in steel. Some observations
of thrust are recorded, although no mention is made of the apparatus
used in recording them, and some work was done in observing the
most advantageous speeds of the drill for different feeds. The con-
clusions are that the thrust tends to increase in direct ratio with the
feed per revolution, that the thrust first increases and then decreases
with increasing speed; thus the conclusions conform with the ob-
servation that the permissible feed is higher if the speed is increased
beyond 300 r. p. m. It is also shown that the total power increases
in a decreasing ratio for feeds lower than 0.010 in. per rev.; whereas
with heavier feeds the tendency seems to be for the power to increase
in an increasing ratio for increasing speed. The conclusion is that
best results are to be obtained by drilling at comparatively high
speeds and moderate feeds.
In 1910 the American Locomotive Workst tested three radial
drill-presses, using flat-twist drills from one inch to one and one-half
inches in diameter and recording only the total power input. All
drilling was done in hammered steel billets of about 0.70 carbon con-
tent, and the drills driven to destruction by burning or breaking
without injuring the drill-press. One of these radial drills required
an average of about 14 h. p. to remove one pound of metal per min-
ute. Another required an average of about 17 h. p. and the third re-
quired about 19 h. p. to do the same work. The first press reached a
maximum h. p. of 38.3 while driving a 1½-inch drill at 300 r. p. m. and
0.0207 in. per rev. feed. The second press reached a maximum of
57.6 h. p. while driving a lW6-inch drill at 312 r. p. m. and 0.0323
in. per rev. feed. The third press reached a maximum of 67.3 h. p.
while driving a 1/-inch drill at 284 r. p. m. and 0.40 in. per rev.
feed. The motor was rated at 20 h. p.
The general conclusion is that best results in endurance and
* Iron Trade Review, Apr. 29, 1909, p. 797.
t Bocorselski, F. E., American Machinist, Vol. 33, Part I, p. 481.
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power in steel, with high-speed drills of the flat twist type may be
obtained by running a 1-inch drill at 300 r. p. m. and 0.015 in. per
rev. feed and a 1/-inch drill at 225 r. p. m. and 0.02 in. per rev.
feed. For lubricating the drills, a thin cutting compound was found
superior to a good cutting oil containing about forty per cent lard
oil.
In 1911 some tests were run by E. R. Norris of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company. A large number of drills
was given comparative tests, their chemical composition having been
previously determined. They were given power tests in cast iron
and steel and finally tested to destruction in steel, their power ef-
ficiency and endurance efficiency both being noted. The total elec-
trical power was noted, and from this was subtracted the power re-
quired to run the motor and press idle at the different speeds. This
resultant power was assumed to be the power consumed by the drill.
In addition to determining the most efficient drill (for both power
and endurance) the tests yielded results which may be summarized
as follows: More power is needed to drive flat twist drills than milled
drills. Milled drills fail by breaking and flat twist drills by burning.
The drill endurance is affected by the method of manufacture, since
forged drills stand up best. In steel the power increases more rapidly
as the amount of metal removed per minute increases. In general,
with a properly constructed machine it is better to run at high speed
and small feed, thereby prolonging the life of the drill, as the total
power consumption is nearly constant, regardless of whether heavy
feed and low speed or light feed and high speed are used. In the
first case the drill consumes more power and the machine less, while
in the second case the drill consumes less power and the machine
more, but in both cases the power consumed and the work done are
about the same.
Other experiments have been made to determine the power re-
quired to drive certain drill-presses when doing work at various rates,
and some of these data may be useful in the design of drill-presses
or in determining the power installation required in shops. The
chief value of this method of testing lies in the disclosures regarding
drill endurance. They show that production is generally run "to
a power limit rather than the tool limit," although very often the
limitation is found in the design of the drill-press, as an individual
motor drive permits carrying a great overload for the short time re-
quired to drill a hole.
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39. Tests Employing Point Dynamometers.-The first attempt
to determine the forces at the drill point by means of dynamometers
was made by Prof. L. P. Breckenridge of Lehigh University,* in 1888.
In this test only the thrust of the drill was determined. The dyna-
mometer consisted of a vertical cylinder closed at the bottom and fitted
with a ram having an area of ten square inches. On this ram the
work to be drilled was mounted and the thrust, transmitted to a
liquid in the cylinder, was recorded by a pressure gage on an or-
dinary steam engine indicator card. The results are interesting his-
torically, and this type of apparatus has been elaborated by later
experimenters who have studied the whole question of thrust varia-
tion.
The next experiments of any note in which a point dynamometer
was used were those of M. Codron, published in "Bulletin de la So-
eiet6 D'Encouragement pour 1'Industrie Nationale, 1903," and also
in book form as "Experiences sur le Travail des Machines Outils
pour les Metaux." These experiments constituted a complete and
careful series, but since no full translation has been published
in English, the work has, in this country, not been accorded the im-
portance it deserves. The apparatus was in the form of a horizontal
boring mill, with the drill held in a rotating spindle and the work
held on a circular plate. The thrust was recorded on one scale, by the
compression of a spring, while on another scale the depth of the
hole was noted. The torque was transmitted by a rope couple around
the circular base-plate and recorded on two dynamometers. A ball-
bearing transmitted the thrust without affecting the torque. The
entire process of drilling a hole was analysed and formulas were de-
veloped for the coefficients of resistance to thrust and cutting
pressures. These coefficients, R for thrust and B' for torque, were
ultimately expressed in actual values and general formulas stated
for drilling different metals as follows:
For cast iron, R = 121 + t tons per square inch.
R'= 103.5+% t tons per square inch.
For tool steel, R = 254 +Mi t tons per square inch.
R'=387 +%2 t tons per square inch.
For hard steel, R = 171 +135 t tons per square inch.
R'= 286 + •t tons per square inch.
*Journal, Lehigh University Eng. Society, 1888.
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In which t is the feed per revolution in inches. The summary of
conclusions states that a drill worked well with an included point
angle varying from 90 to 180 degrees, although the thrust increases
with the angle and the torque decreases. The power variations with
increases in speed and feed were found to follow a "straight line"
law, and the torque and thrust were unaffected by variation in the
speed of the drill.
In America, in 1904, Bird and Fairfield, of the Worcester Poly-
technic Institute* conducted a series of tests in which the horizontal
type of apparatus was used, the dynamometer being separate from
the milling machine which was used to drive the drill. All experi-
ments were made on cast iron with a 5-inch drill. Conclusions were
reached to the effect that the torque does not increase as rapidly as
the feed, while the thrust increases faster than the feed; and that
increasing the point angle results in a rapid increase in the thrust, but
does not appreciably affect the torque value. The torque values for
drilling brass, tool steel, and machine steel are given, respectively, as
0.715, 1.67, and 2.44 times that required to drill cast iron. The cor-
responding thrust values are 0.575, 1.7, and 2.6.
In 1907 a series of experiments was made with this same ap-
paratus, slightly modified as to the means of recording torque, by
Frary and Adams of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute.t Tests
were made with drills from 1/½ to 7/% inches in diameter in cast iron,
at feeds varying from 0.0045 in. per rev. to 0.0225 in. per rev. In
the analysis of results it is stated that the thrust increases in prac-
tically a direct ratio with both feed per revolution and drill diameter.
Torque increases almost proportionally with the feed. Thrust de-
creases with decreasing point angle from 150 degrees to 90 degrees
and then increases with further angle decrease. The minimum torque
was given by a point angle of 130 degrees.
Probably the most careful and comprehensive tests which have
been conducted on twist drills were those by Smith and Poliakoff at
the Manchester Municipal School of Technology, Manchester, Eng-
land.t Drills from 3/4 to 3 inches in diameter were run in soft,
medium, and hard cast iron and in soft, medium, and hard steel
under varying conditions of feed, speed, point angle, lubrication, etc.
*Trans. A. S. M. E. Vol. 26, p. 355, 1905.
t American Machinist, Vol. 30, pp. 210, 598.
t Proceedings, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Paris 1 and 2, 1909.
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Most of the tests were run at ten revolutions per minute, and the
greatest speed used was about 130 r. p. m. The apparatus used con-
sisted of a reconstructed milling machine fitted with a 120 h. p. motor
and a point dynamometer. A speed variation of 5 to 150 r. p. m. and
a feed of 0.0025 in. per rev. to 0.05 in. per rev. were possible. The
thrust was transmitted through a thin metallic diaphragm and dis-
tilled water reservoir to a carefully calibrated gage. Torque was
measured by an arm bolted to the ball-bearing face plate to which
the work was secured and by an accurate platform scale. Every part
of the apparatus was carefully made and calibrated, all observations
were as accurate as possible, and the whole series of tests was con-
ducted with precision and care. No attempt was made to measure
the gross power, and all values represented the net effect at the drill
point. Equations to cover the different conditions of drilling were
developed. The experiments were run in two series and the results
published.* The conclusions as stated in the original paper are as
follows:
PART I
(a) The net horse-power for a given diameter of drill and
feed is proportional to the revolutions or the cutting speed.
(b) The net horse-power is proportional to the torque, and
for a given drill and speed does not increase as fast as the feed.
(c) Since the torque is practically proportional to the
diameter of the drill squared, the horse-power for a given feed
and cutting speed is directly proportional to the diameter of
the drill squared.
(d) The net horse-power per cubic inch of metal removed
per minute is inversely proportional to the feed and independent
of the size of drill and cutting speed.
(e) The work required to drill a given hole, when one drill
only is used, is greater than that required to drill the same hole
in two operations with drills of different diameters. The greater
the difference in the drill diameters, the greater is the saving in
work, speed and feed remaining the same throughout. This is
due to the fact that the mean cutting angle of the single drill
is greater than the average angle in use for the two drills, and
that the cutting pressure is proportional to the angle.
(f) With twist drills having the usual proportions, the
* Proceedings, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1909, pp. 378-381.
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cutting angle is not sufficiently keen to drag the drill into the
work when enlarging a hole in cast iron or steel.
PART II
Conclusions:
(g) Conclusion (b) confirmed. The net horse-power when
operating on soft cast iron or medium steel varies as t0 .7 for a
given drill and speed.
(h) The net horse-power for a given feed and speed does
not increase as fast as the diameter but varies as do-8.
(i) The torque and horse-power when drilling medium
steel is about 2.1 times that required to drill soft cast iron with
the same drill speed and feed.
(j) The net horse-power per cubic inch of metal removed
is inversely proportional to do.2 t0-3 and independent of the
revolutions; thus the net horse-power per cubic inch of
- 4 X 27rNcdl 8 t0 -7  k
metal =  33000 X rd2 N d 2 3 where c and k are constants.
If the diameter of the drill remains constant and feeds of
0.0025, 0.01, and 0.04 inches be taken, the corresponding horse-
power will be in the order of 1, 0.66, and 0.435, which is the
ratio of the cutting pressures. If t remains constant and values
of d - 1/2, 2 and 4 inches be taken, then the horse-power for
each successive drill will be in the order of 1, 0.76, and 0.66.
(k) The net power required to enlarge a hole may be
estimated from the cutting pressures given by the equation
0.44f 0.33 X cutting angle, where f = tons per sq. in. for cast
iron, and 2.1 times that for medium steel.
(1) In a two-lipped drill the actual depth of cut taken by
each lip is t/2; in a three-lipped drill is t/3 and so on.
If the number of lips is increased and t kept the same, the
cutting pressure is equivalent to that for a proportionately de-
creased feed.
If the lips in a two-lipped drill are unequally ground, so
that one lip does all the work, the cutting pressure is the same
as that obtained by doubling the feed.
By gashing the cutting lips of a two-lipped drill so that the
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cut taken by one lip is the metal left by the other, the cutting
pressure is the same as that given for twice the feed.
It is shown that the finer the feed the greater the propor-
tionate cutting pressure, and consequently the greater the net
horse-power per cubic inch of metal removed.
(m) The end thrust when operating on cast iron or steel
does not increase in proportion to the feed for a given diameter
of drill or in proportion to the diameter for a given feed.
(n) Whilst the chisel point scarcely affects the torque, it
is responsible for about twenty per cent of the end thrust. (It
should be noted here that the width of chisel point used by Smith
was only half the web thickness, the drills having been point-
thinned for all these tests.)
(o) The lubricated trials on steel when compared with the
dry tests show a diminution in the torque and net horse-power,
varying from 28 per cent with the 0.0025-inch feed to 8 per cent
with the 0.0286-inch feed. This may be due to the lubricant
washing away the small metal chips, which tend to jam between
the walls of the hole and the drill, and to the preserved cut-
ting edge. The diminished frictional resistance of the shaving
across the lip together with the lubricant reduces the end thrust
by about 25 per cent for all feeds.*
(p) The drill most commonly adopted in practice has an
included angle at the point of 120 degrees. If this angle is in-
creased, the torque diminishes but the end thrust increases,
whilst if this angle is decreased the reverse is the result. So far
as economy in power is concerned, the torque is the factor to con-
sider, as the feeding horse-power is only about one per cent of the
whole in small drills and very much less for the large sizes. From
this point of view the drill with the larger point angle is to be
preferred. The accompanying. increased end thrust, however,
strains the machine parts in proportion. When the point of the
drill breaks through the metal at the bottom of the hole, a con-
siderable portion of the end load is removed. The strain due to
the load is partly released, thereby causing the drill to advance
more than its rated feed and possibly break the drill. The drill
with the greater included angle will be most likely to give trouble
*The lubricant was a mixture of turning oil and water in the proportions of
one to fifty.
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in this direction, both on account of the increased strain and
cut, and conversely.
(q) By decreasing the helix of the drill a keener cutting
angle with a decreased end thrust and torque can be obtained
without altering the point angle above the accepted standard of
120 degrees. This would, however, affect the durability of the
drill.
(r) With a small included point angle there is little metal
to support the cutting edge of the drill at the chisel point, and
trouble due to the blunting of this part is to be expected.
(s) In estimating the time required to drill a hole of given
depth, the length of the point must be taken into account. The
length of the point for different point angles is:
90 degrees = 0.5 d
120 degrees = 0.29 d
150 degrees = 0.134 d
The discussion following the presentation of the paper before
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers brought out much interesting
information and many suggestions. J. T. Nicholson remarked that
what was now needed was an investigation for gross horse-power and
investigation concerning the most economical speeds and feeds when
the durability of the drill, time of grinding, and gross power were
all considered.
In addition to the point-dynamometer experiments noted there
have been minor investigations carried on by different manufacturing
concerns. A point dynamometer was used by Baker Brothers of
Toledo in their investigations, and in 1901 a dynamometer was used
by the Cleveland Twist Drill Company in some tests of their drills
for the determination of correct flute form. The apparatus of the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute has been often used in testing for
commercial purposes.
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